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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-One

Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Oct. 10, 1962

Million Dollar Industry Loo
As Simpson Produce Opens Up

Pack 40 Cub Scouts
rn S Have Big Meeting

Number Forty-One

Fulton_ County Gives Acilai 2to1
Majority In News' Straw Vote

Last Thursday night the Cub
Scouts of Pack 40 held a western
round-up at the
Science Hall.
More than 200 Cuba, parents and
friends were in attendance.
A new industry, which, at full operating capacity, will spend
9000; Cecil
Pierce, 9000; J. R. Everyone was dressed in West- OOOOO • • * •
a million dollars annually with the farmers in this area, is gaining Thomason,
Fulton County, an important cog in the Big Wheel of Kentucky's
6000; Joe Mac Reed, ern costumes and the,decorations
full steam out Simpson's Produce way. Next Thursday,
October 18 3300 and S. C Sandlund, 4000. proram and food carried out the High Percentage Of Democratic stronghold—the First District—gave approximately
at 4:30 p. m.the official opening of the plant will be held when
two to one majority to the party's nominee for President In a mock
Saturday Shoppers
other small Western theme. Mrs. Seldon Reed
high There are several
officials interested in poultry raising will be in attendance to launch producers.
election conducted by the Fulton 6ounty News last Saturday on
and Jennings Kearbt won
the
From
Out-of-Tow
n
The public and especially farm- prize for the best cmIpimes worn.
a full scale program of poultry processing in this vicinity
Lake Street in down-town Fulton. Of the nearly 200 votes cast by
.
Here's some news for Mr. Ful- farmers, businessmen, railroad workers, factory woreers
Just about a year ago Mr. and Mrs. John Simpson, together with ers wiho are interested in poulAfter the supper, group singing
ana wotry raising is invited to the openton Merchant. Saturday while the men the vote tabulated like this:
the Reed Brothers, Joe Mac and Seldon, opened a little
poultry pro- ing to view the operation of the was enjoyed as well as square News' pollsters were conducting a
dancing. A quartet composed of
cessing plant in South Fulton, Tennessee, just over
For Stevenson
101
the Kentucky plant.
Peggy and Nancy Adams, Mary mock election on Lake Street in
For Eisenhower
border. The first week of their operation, with their
57
The entire processing operation
downto
obselete handFulton
wn
the
voting
place
Davis Weaks and Beverly Buroperated machinery the plant turned out 192 chicken
For
Underw
ood
80
around an enclosed gess enterta
of the passers-by was asked. Of
s fully dressed, is centeied
assembl
ined
the
y
eviscerated and ready for the market. It Was
For Cooper
28
intended as a small track, containing a roller chain with a selection of western songs. the persons contacted 40 per cent
from which shackles are suspendmarketing service for the grocerymen in this area
Not Registered
were persons shopping in Fulton
15
to have freshly
ed every six inches. This continukilled chickens every day.
Undecided—Democrats
from nearby counties. The coun24
ous line runs from the feeding
ties of Graves, Weakley, Obion,
Don't like what
- Today, things are different out there. Within the
past year the station through
the
and Hickman
dressing
were well reprethey got—either party
operators have purchased a Bark- to raising broilers because
1
of the room, on through an opening in
sented on the streets of Fulton
The
er poultry processing
polling
place
was set up in front of the City Drug Company
machine lack of marketing facilities in the the wall into the
Saturday. Many persons from
evicerating
which has a capacity of turning immediate territory. Now,
and the Fulton Bank and a sealed ballot box was placed
the room and back out to the feeding
on a voting
carried bundles
Ira Kane, Chairman for the those counties
out 600 processed birds per hour. owners of the plant ate
urging station again so that birds are not 1953 March of 'Dimes campaign from local stores indicating the table. Voters were asked if they voted in Fulton County and if so
The birds, from the moment they farming in the
handed
remove
a
ballot
d
from
to
populari
the
vote
area to
line
secretly
ty of Fulton as a central
from the is in Memphis this week-end atmake
. Absolutely no attempt was made on
are shackled to the chains are broiler raising an importa
the part of the pollsters to influence the balloting.
nt part time they are hung on it alive un- tending a meeting of campaign shopping center.
rarely touched by human hands. of their farm activitie
In another
s since the til they are removed dressed and heads of the eastern part of the
The foregoing vote is the total of all votes cast and indicates
tabulation it was
that
Significant in the opening of plant is equipped to handle
learned that out of a group of ten many voters showed their preferen
ae ready for shipment.
United States.
ce in the Presidential races but
the new plant is that it opens up many as 200,000 birds on feed
Birds
are
persons
hung
on
contact
the
shackle
ed
to
s
vote three did not bother to vote in the Senatorial
at
Mr. Kane was last year's camrace. Of several voters quesa tremendous new field of money one time. Prncipal raisers
by the feet and travel a short disin
under his were tourists from other States tioned in this respect it was learned that the senatori
endeavor for farmers in this, area. area and the number of birds this tance where they are kosher kill- paign chairman and
al candidates
who
had
parked
in
down-t
they
own
leadership the drive far exceeded
Heretofore only a few farmers in produce are as follows:
Fulton to do some shopping. This are little known and no interest is being shown them for election in
W. H. ed. The line then carries them inthat race. An official ballot, however, may show a
this area have devoted any effort Harrison, 4000; W. H. Polsgrove, to the dressing room where they all previous funds collected. He reveals a percentage of thirty.
more complete inhas done an extremely efficient
terest in that race.
pass through a 30-foot sectional
job as chairman for which nascalding machine which is ther- tional
The breiakdown of voting by parties tabulated
official have commended
this way:
mostatically controlled to hold
For President and Senator
highly.
the temperature of the water at him
Straight Democratic ticket by Democrats
The Fulton County chapter is
67
from 122 to 124 degrees. After presentl
Straight Republican ticket by Republicans
y carrying 16 old and new
10
passing through the scalder, the
polio cases.
Democra
ts
for
Republican ticket
Damage estimated by Fulton
birds go through an eight foot
11
fire department officials at $125,For President Only
slanting drum picker. This pick000 resulted from a midnight
Democrats for Stevenson
er has rubber fingers about 12 Local Girls Pledge
27
blaze Tuesday night that swept
Democrats for Eisenhower
inches long that run at 350 revo- U of K Sororities
19
through
three
downstairs busiRepublicans for Eisenhower
lution per minute and remove
3
Three Fulton County girls are ness buildings and damaged
the body feathers from the bird.
a
In the tabulation immediately
In the next step, the birds pass among the 208 new fall pledges fourth as well as wrecking extenforegoing the ratio of Democrats
to sororities at the University of sive damage to offices on the secthrough a six
boot reversable
who intend to vote for the presiburned-out
picker where the fingeresotate in Kentucky. Misses Jane White. ond floor over the
dential candidate is slightly betFulton, and Sara Don Henry, stores.
the first machine.
This picker Hickma
ter than three to two in favor of
Fire trucks from Union
n, are
pledged to
Chi
takes off the pin feathers so that
City,
Stevenson.
In this respect the
the birds are ready for the neck Omega; and Sidney Stone, Hick- Martin and Mayfield joined the
News learned that Democrats
Funeral services for
and wing stripper which removes man, is pledged to Kappa Alpha two Fulton pumper trucks in batCharles who intend to
vote for Eisenhowtling the blaze in the Carr build- Ellsworth
Holloway, 65, one of
the flight feathers from the wings Theta.
All pledges will
me active ing on Lake Street.
Fulton's most prominent business er are far more vociferous in
(Continued on page 12)
their
enthusi
asm for the Republimembers of their
Burned out were the Fry Shoe men, who died at the Fulton Hoseceive sorcan candidate than are the Demoorities upon su
-academ
semesteicr Store, Warren Jewelry Store and pital Saturday, October 4, were crats
who
plan
to
vote the
the J. B. Casey barber shop. Al- held
Sunday
afternoon at 3
Attending Bedside'
so Menage&littmelimoke im**1r- at lite-Citurch‘tif Christ straight Democratic ticket. Typi,
cal
if
the
Of
Fathe
fabster
ter
r
-enthuil
In
was
Alamo
lasm is
the
ALL 131313LEll are in order for the group sbove as they examine some
Evans Drug Co. with .1. B. Hardeman, assisted by
while damage also was sustained Rev. L. R. Still, officiating. In- the comment made on a ballot by
Mrs. Maxwell
McDade was U. K. Alumni To
et the first brellem to come off the new Simpson Produce Company
a
Democra
t
who
by
marked
upstairs
a
huge
called
Thursda
offices of Attorney terment under the
y morning to at“aesembly-line" produce plant hi South Fulton this *week.
direction of
Meet Jointly
Left to
Frank Carr; Dr. B. L. Davis, chi- the Whitnel Funeral Home was "X" alongside of his registration
right: Lucian Abraham, Mayfteld representative of the Purina Com- tend the bedside of her father, R.
(Democrat) and said: "I have
L. Conley, who suffered a stroke
According to David
Graham, ropractor, and the
Democratic in Greenlee Cemetery.
pany fen this are.; Seddon Reed, Mrs. John Simpson and Mr. Simpson.
at his home in Alamo, Tenn.
Mr. Holloway was born in Ful- voted the Democratic ticket all of
president of the Hickman County headquarters.
Plant plans big opening next week.
my life, but this is one time that
A previous fire had occurred
Many friends here in Fulton club, and John B. Watts, presinear
McFadden
in ton County
wish for Mr. Conley a complete dent of the Fulton County club, the building at 9:30 a. m. Tues- School June 10. 1887, the son of I intend to vote for the
man
—Staff Photo by Polaroid Land Camera. recovery.
(Eisenh
ower)
instead of
the
! there will be a joint dinner meet- day, in the Casey barber shop, the late Tom and Mary Holloway.
party."
This same opinion was
ing of the members of the Hick- but Fulton fire department offi- He married Miss Roxie L. Wyatt
voiced
by
several leading busiMr. and Mrs. Otis Bizele have man and Fulton University
of cials were reported not to attri- of Mayfield in February 7, 1907. nessmen
Still Having Birthdays? returne
and women as they cast
d from a ten days' vaca- Kentucky
connection with the In 1914 he became Fulton's first
Alumni clubs at the bute any
their
secret
CalfNews and Let Us tion trip of the Northwest States. Derby
ballots at the downCafe in Fulton, Thursday earlier fire to the midnight alarm automobile dealer, representing town
polling place.
which was received in Fulton
They visited his daughter, Mrs]night, October 16.
Know About Them
at the Ford agency. At the time of
Party
loyalty
12:28
was an interesta. in. Wednesday morning. his death he was operating the
Henry L. Brandon, and her husThis will be the first meeting
Still counting birthdays? Then band in Rismark, N. D.
Holloway's Used Car Lot. He was ing phase of the poll as conducted
At the regular meeting of the
of the groups since last Spring.
of the Elks Lodge and by the News. More than one voter
Fulton City Council held Mein- why not let the News record them
Fulgharn Phone Survey athemember
told the News editor: "I have votchurch of Christ.
day night, field representatives for you so we can remind hubby,
ed the Democratic all my life and
Completed, Hughes Says Survivors of the decease
from several of the civic clubs sweetheart or friend about the big
d
in- I don't see any reason for changcomposing the Citizens Commit- day.
C. E. Hughes, Group Manage clude, his widow, Mrs. Roxie L. ing now." On the
Just call 470 and one of the lar Wyatt Holloway;
other hand Retee were present to discuss Fulfor
one
son,
Souther
n
WilBell Telephone Co.,
publicans said: "This time we've
ton's proposed
burn Holloway,
municipal park, dies in the office will take your
at Fulton informs us that the
Fulton;
one
got a winning team and an efficican- daughter, Mrs.
which is to be constructed at the name and,birth date and record
vass in the Fulgham Commun
H. L.
Bushart, ent one at that."
ity Fulton; two
it on our calendar of birthdays
site of the old Fairgrounds.
is now complete with good
brothers
,
S.
C.
and
An unusual twist in the politifor publication on the important
re- Herbert M.
sults.
Holloway of May- cal trend was
The City Clerk, Miss
indicated in that
Miirtha day.
field; three sisters, Mrs. Ed Gol176 Subscribers have been
while
Smith, was instructed to write to
by and large
se- den, Mrs. Dalton
Democrats
cured
Doran
and
and
the
Mrs.
staking
were
of
several bonding
the
Democra
companies rets, they were doing
lines A. G. Boaz
and five grandchil- some mighty
has begun.
questing information for the fin- Attend Bear Creek
fancy thinking and
dren.
Mr. Hughes states it will
shuffling of the candidates. For
ancing of the proposed projects, Council At Ky. Lake.
require 30 circuits between Clinton
which include a swimming pool,
instance:
and Fulgliam and a cable will
Ernest Fall, Jr., and Bill Mca new Kitty League park, playDemocrats for Stevenson and
be
placed.
Dade, local finance chairman for
Cooper .7%.
ground and softball diamond.
The
canvassers will now move
Democrats for Eisenhower and
Much enthusiasm
was mani- the Girl Scouts, attended a meetinto other sections of the Counfested by.those present in these ing of all chairmen of the Bear
Underwood .14%.
ty.
Creek
Council at Kentucky,
projects and it is hoped that plans
The Republicans who voted, on
Lake, Thursday night, Oct. 9.
for the financing of them
Martin Zook, secretary of agri- the other hand, left nothing to the
will
The
Bear
Creek
Girl Scout
materialize at an early date. It is
culture
Matin
for
ee
the
Memphi
pollsters
Music
s
Cham. They voted Eisenhower
Club
possible that revenue bonds will Council includes 9 counties
in
ber of Commerce, will speak at and Cooper all the way.
To Present Webb.*
be issued to cover the cost of the western Kentucky, having 866
four Methodist "Town and CounOne
Ming
the News
learned
registered Girl
Scouts in
swimming pool.
59
The Matinee Music Club
from its poll is that the eyes of
of try" institutes October 13-17.
troops.
Paris, Tennessee, has announc
Other
principa
The
Cancer
l
Mobile
Unit
Fulton
speaker
comis
particul
s
for
County,
the
arly
about
the
like
tongue,
ed
those of the
Also the Council passed a trafthat it will present Thomas
ing to Fulton, on October 16, and lips, or mouth.
H. institutes, to be held at Fulton, nation, are focused on the politific ordinance to make
POLIO PATIENT
Walnut
Webber, Jr., in an organ recital Ky., Parsons, Tenn., Jackson, cal campaign this
17.
The
Mobile
Unit
invited
is
2.
painless
A
lump
thickenor
Fall.
Talk, the
Street and Cleveland Avenue inon Tuesday, October 14th, at
the Tenn., and Covington, Tenn., will editor learned, is also pretty incolored, moth- Society. The unit will be in Clin- ing, especially in the breaet, lip
teresection a four-way stop as a Cordelia Young
First Methodist Church. The
or tongue.
re- be Rev. James W. Sells, Atlanta, expensive, too. An opinion formsafety measure to protect chil- er of two per-school age children, ton on October 14 and 15.
cital will begin at 8 p. m.
Mr. Ga., and Clarence 0. Hampton, ed early in the
balloting from
dren
The Cancer, Mobile, under the
3. Progressive chang em
attending Terry-Norman is a patient at Isolation Hospital
the
sidewalk conversation was that
at Memphis. She lives at 224 West direction of Dr. Condict Moore of color or size of a wart, mole or Webber is organist and choir di- Jackson, Tenn.
School.
rector
of
Idlewild
more than 50 per cent of the voWade Street, South Fulton. She Louisville, Kentucky, will have birthmark.
Presbyterian
Mr. Sells is executive secretary
Church in Memphis, and is widePlans are under way to have is the wife of Walter Young, Illi- its permanent staff of a registered
4. Persistent indigestion.
of the Southeastern Jurisdiction ters polled would vote against
ly
known
for
his
colorful
the Democratic ticket. Yet when
safety islands constructed at the nois Central Railroad employee. nurse, X-ray
and im5. Persistent hoarseness, un- pressive
technician, and
Church, and
interpretation of organ of The Methodist
Walnut Street-Lake Street intersecretary.
Mrs. W. L. Durbiin, explained cough or difficulty in music.
Mr. Hampton is director of youth the ballots were polled the ratio
section in front of the City Drug
was two to one in favor of the
IMPROVING
County Cancer Chairman, in co- swallowing.
The Music Club extends a cord- work for the Methodist Memphis Democratic
Company. The State
Charles Pigue, son of Mr. and operation with members of the
party's nominee for
Highway
6. Bloody discharge from the
Conference.
Department has undertaken this Mrs. Bertes Pigue, who has been Fulton County Medical Society, nipple or irregular bleeding from ial invitation to attend this rePresident.
cital.
project.
a patient in the Illinois Central will assist with the clinical pro- any of the natural body opening
The subject of Mr. Zook's adFor other sidelights on Cie poll
s.
Hospital in Chicago, is now much gram.
dress will be "The Philosophy of conducted
Saturday
7. Any change in the normal
read the
improve
other
d
Plenty.
and
stories appearing elsewhere
" Mr. Sells will speak on
has been dismissed
bowel habits.
GRAHAM LAST RITES
Democrat Offices
The Cancer
Mobile' Unit was
from the
on
"Rebuil
this
hospital to his home
ding
page.
The County Church"
The Clinic will be held in the
Funeral services for
In New Location
Maurice 7827 South Shore Drive, Chicago donated by the Junior League of Health Department.
Louisville, Kentucky
The sehedule:
This orGraham, 32, of Cayce who was 49, Ill.
The Clinic hours will be from:
Guild Sponsors
Because of the disastrous fire in
ganization also provides two aolaccidentally killed at a gravel pit
Monday, October 13 — Institute
unteer nurses aides to assist with Tuesday-9:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m., the Carr Building early Wedneswest of Hickman October 3, were
Clothe
MADE FIRE CHIEF
s Shower
October
16.
day morning, the offices of Fee. for the Dyersburg. Paducah, and
held Sunday afternoon -at
At a meeting of the South Ful- the clinic.
2:30
Wednesday, 11:30 a. m. te 12 ton County
Paris
districts
On
at
First
Monday
Methodi
st
Democra
ts have been
night, October 13,
at Liberty I3fiptist Church with ton City
Council last
The Unit, the only one in the noon, October 17.
Friday
the Wesleyan Service
moved to the Cohn Building in Church, Fulton, Ky.
Rev. Frank Daniel officiating and night, Adrian
Guild of the
McDade was ap- world, cost $25,000 fully. equipOf the 200,000 who died last the office
FirseMe
thodist
formerl
y
Church will sponoccupie
d by
burial under direction of the Paul pointed night fire chief for the ped. All people admitted to the year of cancer, 70,000 could
have Dr. J. C. Hancock.
SHRINERS MEET
sor
a
shower
of
warm
Hornbeak Funeral Home in the South Fulton Fire Department to Clinic must be referred by a li- been saved with
clothes to
prompt treatbe sent to the South
Al T. Owens and Mrs. William
Liberty Cemetery. Surviving are fill the vacancy caused by
Koreans, at
Members of the
the censed physician. If you have any ment.
Southwest the home of Mist;
McDade
are
in
charge
of
Lorene
Demohis parents, Mr. and Mrs. John death of Bryant Covington. Speed one of the seven danger signals,
Kentucky Shriners Club met in
Remember cancer is no respec- cratic activities in Fulton.
Paschall Street, with Mrs. Mayes,
Graham; two brothers, Claude limit within the corporate limits see your family doctor immediClinton Thursday night. Lawson
Ruth
Strayhon, co-hostesa.
Graham of Detroit and John,Gra- was set at 20 miles per hour and ately. You must be referred to ter of age. Last year more school
Roper had charge of the enterchildren died of cancer than
Anyone
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Reid tainment, and
wishing
to
ham; and a sister, Mrs. Mildred 15 miles per hour in the school the Mobile Clinic by your doctor. age
donate
had as his guest, clothing,
than from all the communciarge have moved to Terre Haute, Ind,
please call 603 and it
Holtman of Clinton.
Bro. J. T. Hart, who performed will
1. Any sore that does not heal, dimness combined.
be picked up, or call
to make their home.
several acts of magic.
Mrs.
Elsie Provow at 162-W.

KANE ATTENDING
BIG POLIO MEET

BIG FIRE RAZES
OFFICE BUILDING

CITY MOURNS LOSS
OF BELOVED MAN

CITY COUNCIL
DISCUSSES PARK

CANCER MOBILE UNIT COMING TO CITY;
STATE OWNS ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD

METHODIST MEET
TO BE HELD HERE

ateseeen
• ••

3

Political Campaign More Than Question of
Personalities; Eisenhower Out of Character
A political campaign is more than a question of personalities. In a national campaign
there are fundamental principles and issues at
stake — great questions of both domestic and
foreign policy to decide. Nevertheless, the
candidates a party chooses to represent them
are an important element in a campaign and
reveal a great deal about the party. Democrats
are very proud of their candidates — Governor Stevenson and Senator Suarkraan — two
oustahding men with outstanding records of
public service.
One of the most frequent questions one
hears from Democrats, Republicans and Ineependents alike is: "What has happened to
General Eisenhower?" Once a national hero,
a man of considerable tsature in the eyes of almost all Amer:cans, he has, since his entry into
the political arenas, apparently lost his selfconfidence, ha "distinctive" personality. The
answer is that the Gen, as a political candidate
is beyond his depth, floundering about with
neither the convictions nor the
background
necessary for a Presidential candidate — a
man suffering acutely from the GOP schizophrenia (split personality.)
Look at his extreme conservatism and his
ignorance of many of the major problems facing us today. In 1949 while he was President
of Columbia University the General said: "I/
all that Americans want is security they can
go to prison. They will have enough to eat, a
bed and a roof over their heads." This point
of view appeared over and over again in the
General's speeches before June of 1952—let's
get back to the good old days_d_rugged American individualism. It is significant to note that
the General has consistently opposed Federal
aid to education. As a result, this year (as opposed to 1948) the GOP platform specifically
states that financing of education is the responsibility of the States alone. To all parents,
this retreat from
the 1948 GOP
platform
which supported Federal aid to education,
this
retreat which is directly attributed to Eisenhower's insistence,
must be of
particular
significance.
With respect to foreign policy, one hears
the point of view: 'Well, at least no
matter
who wins the election, our foreign policy
is
safe." — But look to whom General
Eisenhower is turning — is wooing —
the Old
Guard — „Termer, Taft — the men
who have
deliberately tried to
sabotage our
loreign
policy. And look what
General Eisenhower
himself did about the program we
all thought
he believed in — Mutual Securit
y Assistance.
In May of 1952 during the hot
Congressional
debate over MSA
appropriations, General
Eisenhower
said that a billion dollar
cut
would be seriously felt and
would require
drastic replanning of the entire
program. In
addition, a cut of over one billion
would be
catastrophic. When the General came
hark to
the United States, he denied
ever having said
that a billion dollar cut would
cause serious
difficulty — and what is more
serious — the
budget was actually cut almost
two billion dollars and he never said a word_
General
Eisenhower is suffering from
GOP schizophrenia. Without deep
convictions
of his own or the adequate backgr
ound to arrive at intelligent conclusions, he
is-being pulled in at least two directions simultaneous
ly.
Now — as to his running mate — the
junior Senator ff
California — the record 13
clear. Here is someone who represents
some cif
the wont aspects of the GOP. His
voting record in the Congress and the Senate
shows a
consistently reactionary line.
Of real importance is the fact
that this
man owes his political success
to his use of
McCarthy tactics.
In 1946 Nixon ran aganst Represe
ntative
Jerry Voorhees, not on the issues,
but by
labeling
Voorhees as the "CIO" candidate,
when Voorhees did not even have
CIO support. His 1950 campaign against
Helen Douglas was based again, not on the
issties, but on
completely false
charges of Mrs. Douglas'
softness toward
communism, and implying
that she was not well.
It should not be forgotten that
Nixon authorized the "Mundt-Nixon Bill"
which was
denounced
even by
Thomas
Dewey as
"thought control".
The recent revelation that Nixon
has accepted between eighteen and ninetee
n thousand dollars in gifts from a
small group of
wealthy Californians (and did not
bother to
pay income tax on them) was a
shocking example of a complete lack of ethics
on the part
of the GOP
Vice-Presidential
candidate.
something we have suspected for
a long time
from his record. We are sure there
are millions
of women who would like full-ti
me maids and
large
entertainment
budgets — which is
THE
Pout Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
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where a large share of the pay-off money is
said to have gone — but no woman would
want these things at the expense of her husband's integrity. And we are sure the women
of this country will not be able to vote for a
Republican Party which
makes such pious
protesitations
about
corruption, and then
turns around to select a candidate who by this
one incident proves he is unfit to hold way
public office.
By selling out to the reactionary wing of
his party and by accepting Richard Nixon as
a runmng mate, General Eisenhower has
sacrificed consistency and principle for political advantage.
The contrast between the General and
Governor Stevenson is sharp and clear. General Eisenhower i&. a military man, easily swayed by those around him and without experience or background which would qualify him
for the Presidency.
Governor Stevenson, a
man with civilian administrative experience,
is 1 liberal leader with practicality plus vision.
The job sought him, because he is the man for
the job.
So ear, in none of his speeches that we
know of his Governor Stevenson talked
of
anything but the real issues as he sees them.
He has not joined with political screwball/
just for the sake of campaign expediency.
Of
the General we cannot say as much as we note
that Senator Joe McCarthy, the most radical
rabble-rouser of all times, has joined
the
Eisenhower train. Any old friend in a storm
Just to get elected.
Indeed there will be a cnange under Gereral Eisenhower. A change to the policie
s of
Taft, Jenner, and
McCarthy; isolationism;
patronage for the capitalists; and with it
all
the one thing in mind ... let the Republicans
win in November and the little man be
damned.

Our Job Is Service
To This Community
This week is being observed throughout
America as National
Newspaper'Week and
with this seven day
commemoration to the
press, the News emerges on its fifth
year of
publication.
It is an impossibility for us to expres
s our
appreciation of your whole-hearted
acceptance
of our publication. We do however, want
to assure our readers that we feel, as we
have from
the day the first issue of the News
railed off
the press, the responsibility of a newspai
-eithe community which it serves.
We have never pretended to be that
which
we are not The News is an indepe
ndent publication which does not deal in colored
journalism. We offer our readers a sincere
, truthful and accurate account of the news
without
the use of smear tactics to repay
contributors
or tirades again4fellow citizens
to satisfy personal whims and deflated egos.
It is with a sense of fair play, imparti
ality
and decency that we begin our fifth
year of
Community service and, it Is our
desire that
the News shall continue to serve as
an inspiration to the citizens of every commun
ity in Fulton County.

Sermonette of the Week - AMERICAN EDUCATORS DEMAND
RETURN TO GOD
(By the Most Rev. James H. Ryan)
THE NEED for moral trainin
g in the
American school is compell'ng school
administrators to rethink the relationship
between
religion and American education.
The issue is too serious to be treated
casually. Sincere Americans favor a
return to
the American tradition of making
religion an
integral part of education.
FOR SOME REASON, however, the
typical American school official loses
all historical sense when he discusses the
nature and
origin of the public school itself.
He affirms,
over and over again, that the
school must be
secular, and the religion has no
place in it.
One gets the impression that the
American people set about deliberately
to eliminate
religion from American education.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
THE FOUNDERS of this Nation
, the noble men and women who
endowed it with
traditions, had no
intention of secularizing
American education. When they
made the financial support of the school a funetio
n of local
government, they acted for good
reason.
They insisted upon the local
control of
education so that they could be assure
d of the
continued existence of what they
regarded as
the most important element in
the school program, the religious and moral
training of their
children.
THE AMERICAN
TRADITION is that
every school promote respect for
religion. This
nation was conceived and
brought forth by
men of profound religious
convictions.
In
the providence of God this nation
has prospered so that it is acknowledged
by almost all
other nations to be the benefic
iary of God's
choicest blessings.
It remains to be seen whethe
r the nation's
children can reach the high
destiny ordained
for them by Almighty God. Much
will depend
upon the fidelity of the schools
to the American tradition of respect for religio
n.
LET THE SCHOOLS be closed on
important religious holidays. Let the
children be excused to assist at church service
s. Let the
mune of God be respected within the
precincts
of every American school.
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HAPPY L.ERTEIDAT
(Next Week)
October 19, John Cavender and
Mrs. C. W. Burrow; October 13,
R. E. Stanford; October 14, Robert Graham and
Mrs. Brown
Moss; October 15, Kate Milner
and Mrs. T. C. Davis; October 18,
Heathcott
Ellis
and
Trevor
Whayne; October 17, Roper
Fields;
October 18, Mrs. Lynn
Taylor, Michael J. Callitiam, Susan McDade
and Mrs. Edgar
Chandler.
Phone 479

Job Printing

Fri(

NUM? HYMN
B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Rept.
sentative of toe
aentucky EatService Men's Board will be present on Friday, at American Legion Home, to assist veterans and
their dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result of
their military service. He will be
present from 8:00 A. M. to 4:00
P.M
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According to the 1950 alums,
Louisville. Covington, and Lexington, in that order, are the
three largest cities in Kentucky.

111

VOTE
"Very well, Sumner —
have a date with yen tonight on
the cooditioa that you pay me my regular baby-silt/mg
raiser

'TOM

The Files:

os41wsig Bach ',ha Claws
25 YEARS AGO (Oct. 21, 1927):

Dr and Mrs. H. L. Huebert and
mother, Mrs. Phelts, were Sunday
afternoon gueests of T. H. Howell and family.
Mrs. Aaron Kirby has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. J.
Walker.
Mies Jtionola
Howell visited
Mims Mabel and Jessie
Marie
AshleY near
Croley this week-sad.
- Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson and
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Boulton of
Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Murchison of Beeleerton;
Mr. and

THE STRAIGHT
DEMOCRATIC
TICKET
Tues., Nov. 4, 1952'

Mrs. C. R. Purnette, and
Mrs.
J. R. Elliott of Crutchfield, were
the Sunday guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Moore.

The ladies of Ridgeway community met at the home of Mrs.
Calvin Orr, Tuesday afternoon to
discuss a nursing class for the
community next spring. The following ladies became members:
Mrs. Calvin Orr, Mrs. J. J. Coffman, Mrs. P. P. Ridgeway, Mrs.
Walter Perminter,
Mrs. Cleve
Holiday, Mrs. nlman
Oliver,
Mrs. Ocie Yates, Mrs. Roy Watts,
Mrs. Wayne Frost, Mrs. J. J. Clements, Mrs. Eugene Young, Mrs.
Lon Watts, Mrs. Elwyn Coffman,
and Mrs. Ruth Finch.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Jolley
of the
Bowers community announced the wedding of their
daughter, Maudlee, to Mr. Royce
Speight, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Speight, also of the Bowers Community.
The wedding was solemnized
at the home of the bride's aunt
Mrs. D. C. Mitchell, in Alton, fli
The couple will make their home
. ire for ,thca present time.

1

E. C. Hardesty, manager of the
Kentucky Utilities company informs us that lights on the new
white way will be turned on Saturday evening, October 29.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K Benedict
and family of Clinton, and Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Edwards visited
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. F:nch.
Neal Little is delivering the
mail on
Route
No. 2 out of
Crutchfield.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME, INC
PHONE-7—PHONE
Paul Hornbeak and P. C. Jones, the only LICENSED embalmers in Fulton who are connected with a Funeral home..
Mrs. Yates, Lady Assistant.
CONTRACT MEMBER OF KENTUCKY FUNERAL
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSOCIATION.
—AMBULANCE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME-

Miss Mildred McClanahan, who
is attending State College at Murray spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McClanahan. She was accompanied
home by a schoolmate, Miss Lilleton.
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Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bellew and
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Kearby and
children of Pillion spent Sunday
with Mrs. H. M. Kearby and family.
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Mrs. Lula Bard and Messrs. H.
H. Stephens, John R. McGehee,
H. L. Putman, Joe Bowers, Chalmus and Albert Ferguson attended the fair at Memphis, Tuesday.'
Miss Hattie Hampton, Mrs, S.
A. Bard and son, Layman, and
Leslie Walker spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. HafripToir,in
Hickman.
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Naylor Trees and William McClanahan spent Friday in Murray.

(Ne414"'s 6144eisaaho#1.3
munication also constitutes a very
real danger. We, the American
people, can be
misguided and
misled more
easily today than
ever before.
That's why it is important this
election for every voter who in- .
tends to cast a ballot to read with
care what the candidates say —
not just what a reporter writes
that he said. It is important for
you to listen to what they say for
themselves on radio and where
there is television, to see the men
and hear
them and . decide for
yourself whether they are honest
and sincere, or if they're trying
to put something over on you.
Honest reporters always have a
difficult task, because the funny
little prejudices we pick up in
life
,e a nasty way of getting
•
in
our way and tripping us up.
So far in this campaign every
effort has been made to be scrupulously honest in every ward that
went into this space. Prejudice
may have dictated some of
the
ideas — no doubt
actually did
dictate some of them — but the
effort has been made.
And for the few weeks remaining the yardstick of truthfulness
and accuracy
against
which
every word is measured will be
tougher and more rigid than ever.
Because this is a time of crisis
and decision.
And
when the
shouting and voting are all over,
we may find that it wasn't
as
serious as all that, after all
The Purchase, one of Kentucky's six physical regions, gets
its name from the fact that it. was
purchased from the
Chickasaw
Indians.
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Dick Oberlin:

Periodically working reporters
come up against a tough and serious controversial question which
really taxes the honest newsman's
earnest desire to be as objective
as possible.
One of these occasions for political reporters comes every four
years. We may go through annual,
local,,or
state-wide
elections
without having our sentiments or
our prejudices either involved or
very much bothered.
To working reporters, particularly political writers, a presidential election
year is something
else entirely. The
reporters referred to are, of course,
only
those honest ones who work for
newspapers or broadcasting networks of integrity — the ones
who want the news covered completely, adequately, and as objectively as possible.
A presidential election is a severe trial to reporters. We try to
stay objective, at least as objective as our heredity and environment,and unbringing and teaching allow us to be. But your own
prejudices are bound to crop into things.
Two sincere reporters can cover .the same political speech and
hear identical words spoken by
the same man with the same inflection, and
honestly have entirely different ideas about what
was important in that speech —
or even what was said.
Newspapers and radio and television provide us with means of
being better informed than any
people ever were at any time in
the history of the world.
This
great mass of the means of corn-
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DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Joyce Taylor

PIERCE STATION

Rev. Robert Moore filled his
We are hav:ng nice weather, regular appointment at Johnson's
fire real y feels good these cold Grove, Sunday
morning and '
nignts.
r.ight.,He
has accepted
the
Mrs. Tye Finley was guest of church for another year.
her sister, Mrs. Tennie House,
Mrs. Kelly French has returnMonday.
ed from
Jackson, Miss., after
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy of Gar- spending several days
with
ey, Ind., spent the week-end with friinds.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt.
Mrs. Eth..1 rtotiey is spending
Mi. and Mrs. Ne?! Bushart and several weeks with Mrs. C. E.
children, Gayle Rebecca, and'Lowe.
Tommy visited Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Raymond R,obey left Saturday
Gibson and children of Paducah,. for Detroit to work.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mt s. William Long had
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and as their d nner guests, Sunday:
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Webb called Rev. and Mrs. Robert Moore, Mr.
on Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Roberts, and Mrs. Bob DeMyer, Mrs. C. E.
Lowe, Mrs. Ethel Robey, Mr. and
Saturday night.
Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews and Larry
Mrs. J. J. McNatt were: Mr. and of Dukedom, D. W. and Ben JarMrs. Carl Hainline. Mr. McNatt rett Matthews.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans of
doesn't seem to be improving.
afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Steele of Cayce sprit Sunday
Whittier, Calif., returned to their with Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith.
Homer Bennett has returned
home last week, after attending
Baptist
Hospital in
the bedside of her mother, Mrs. from the
Memphis
and is improving at the
Cora Roberts. We are glad to say
home
of
his
daughter, Mrs. Edd
Mrs. Roberts is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Zollie Holland, Hay.
Mrs. Grethen Jennings, and Carolyn of Mayfield visited Mr. and
OALESTINE NEWS
Mrs. Tremon Riclunan
Friday
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
night.
Joyce Taylor Iisited Jeannette
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Pearigen
Davis over the week-end.
Mrs. Harold Carr honored Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
dinner, guests of
Pauline Carr Sunday with a sur- were Sunday
Weatherprise birthday dinner. Those at- Mr. and Mrs. Horner
tending were: Mr. and Mrs. Ever- spoon and Dan.
Mr.
and Mrs. Randall McAlistCharles; Mr. and
ett Carr and
Mrs. Euvtin Rowland,
Dudora er and sons, Walter, and Douglas,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Russell Bockman
and Mariellen, Bro. Morelock, W.
L Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Roy and daughters, Celia and Glenda
Emerson, Allie Rowland, Mr. and spent Sunday with Mr,. and Mrs.
Mrs. Norman Crittenden, Susan, Richard Mobley.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers atand Nan Lou; Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
tended Church Sunday and were
Taylor, the
hostess and family,
Mrs. Margaret Carr, Harold and dinner guests of Mrs. Hillman
Kandy; and the honoree, Mrs. Collier and frunily. In the afterPauline Carr and husband, Edwin noon they attended the funeral
of Charles Holloway at the
Carr. Afternoon visitors were Mr.
Church of Christ in town.
and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell,
Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard,
MesMrs. Addie Walston is visiting
dames Bertha Nugent and Mary
her daughter, Mrs. Canter of SeBrowder attended the
revival
dalia this week.
meeting at the Methodist Church
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Stewart
in Water Valley Sunday night.
called on Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McMr. and Mrs. glue Browder
Natt, Saturday.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lawrence Sunday afternoon near PiOak.
CRUTCHFIELD NEWS lotSeveral
homemakers met
in
Lctlie William
the home of Mrs. John Verhine
•
Monday
afternoon,
to
work
on
Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Corum
were Wednesday crests of Mr. Lire-side baskets..
and Mrs. Arlie Bgttif-and boys.
Mr. prilL.Mrs. Jirtat a Haridson
Rock Sprinas News.,
spent Friday with Mr.'aria
Gaika
Nettle Lee Copelen
NArialnit. *Ad children,
•
Mrs. Hardison and Rachel.
Mrs.
Bobby Brown, her mother,
Mrs. Ann Duke and daughter of
afterTenn., spent a few days last week and sister, were Monday
Mrs.
Arnie
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Ray- noon visitors of
Brown.
ford Duke, and son.
Mrs. John
McClanahan spent
Mr. and Mrs. Hub Lowery are
Mrs.
Marshall
visiting their daughter in Akron, Tuesday with
Finch.
Ohio— • - •
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen and
J. B. Williams is visiting 'with
with
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams and family spent Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green.
Maude.
Luther Veatch
spent Sunday
Reubin
Batts of Inez, Ky.,
spent Friday night with Mr.. and afternoon with Joe Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow,-Mrs.
Mrs. Ara Batts and boys.
Mesdames Rayford Duke, C. A. Ella Veatch, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Mullins
and Dianne, were SunTurner, Emily Batts, Bryan Kearby, Richard Jeffress, and Macon day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Snow.
Shelton
attended a household
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie
Moore
shower for Mrs. Bobby Duke at
Beelerton, Friday afternoon, Oct. attended the Baptist Association,
Friday.
3.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Reno
Williams and girls spent Elmoore Copelen
the week-end in
were Sunday dinner guests
of St. Louis visiting
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. Williams and
Marshall Franklin and family.
Children.
Happy Birthday wishes to Har- birthday today, (Friday,
Oct. 10.)
ray Batts, whose birthday
was
There will be a spaghetti supyesterday, (Thursday,
October per tonight, (Friday, October 10),
9).
at the Crutchfield school, sponThere will be church services sored by the Crutchfiel
d
at the Methodist Church here, maker's Club. Everyone Homeis cordSunday, October 12, at 11:00 a. m. ially invited.
and Sunday school at 10:00 a. m.
A speedy
recovery is wished
Everyone is cordially invited.
Herman Thompson, who is a paHappy Birthday to Miss Scarlet tient at the Haws Memorial
HosTurner, who is celebrating her pital, at this writing.
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You'll know what we Mean by "value" when you see our lovely
fall fashions and examine their
low price tags! Wonderful buys that couldn't be more timely
... with the cool fall days and
nights that have arrived! Come to Kasnow's and replenish
your wardrobe.

Beautiful FALL COATS
New fall colors! New fall and winter styles! Small checks. Plaids.
Solid colors: Reds, Greens,
Tans, Browns! Three popular stylish lengths from which to
choose:

LONG (FLuetth )COATS 2250 2495 29" 4950
% LENGTH AND "SHORTIES"2295 24
2995
Velveteen, FingertipLength

COATS
Blue, Gold or Purple
Colors

19.95
.
S

One Special Rack! All
Wool and Gabardine

LONG COATS
SPECIAL! 16.95

NEW! POODLE CURL
COATS (grey) finger-tip
Length
19.95

Childrens' and
New

WINTER COATS

,••••••••

All colors; pretty checks,
Solid colors; Sizes 8 to 16

Visit Our Complete
Shoe Department
MEN'S SLACKS
All-wool gabardine and
fancy weaves 5.95-9.95
Boys Slacks

Men's Work Shoes
Basketball Shoes
Ladies Dress Shoes
Children's Shoes
"Ball Brand Rubber
Footwear For All

Gabardine; Sizes t-16
4.95 to 9.95

vo.a,

Misses'

Tweed-Faille

9.951019.95

SUITS

Sizes 1-5 - - :5.95 to 8.95

All New! All Colors!
Regular and /
1
2Sizes

Boys And Girls

16,95
NO,

NAVY 'PEA' COATS
8.95
Complete Line! Skirts —
Dresses — Fisk Hats -New Fall Hose, Etc.

•

•

Why Get Caught With An Empty Bin?

\te

ORDER YOUR WINTER
Nationally, Aduertised in 'Life'

COAL

MENS'"BEE" FELT HATS
New Styles A Q mto 7 mn
And Colors! —11•.• "
4
"-Pt'

net

SUPPLY NOW
FROM

mos

I MA
SRAM
ION

I;Ar!

CITY COAL CO.
BEST GRADES -:-:- ALL SIZES
IMMEDIATE' DELIVERY
TELEPHONE 31

Weal

185

•••••••••...
.
1 14.1111q1111111111116.

Boys' Tackle-Twill

SUR COATS
Plain or mouton Collar
Zip front, Belted

4.75 TO 7.95

Block's Gabardine Shirts for Men
Men's Corduroy Shirts
Corduroy Jackets For Men and Boys
A Big, Warm Assortment on Hand!

MEE'JACKETS AND SUR COATS
Gabardines, Tackle - Twills; Plain or
Mouton Collars
Zipper Front!

&95TO 14.95

2.^S
4.95
_9.95

KASNOW'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
448 LAKE STREET

FULTON

Ia June IfornibY: Neatest Girl, Wart Stab Liao News
4— The Fulton News — Friday,Oct 10, 19621Jane
Kearby; Neatest Bay, Billy

Without body says that Eddie CoPPlo
my you were train"?
moving an eyebrow he answered,'never talks but I know better".
Mrs,
Seger
Cabs.
Garrison;
Greenest- Freshman,
"Saskatoon, Saskatchewan". Gosh We were laying over in Bluford
There was a good Mistimes i
Joe Hayden; Prissiest Sophomore
that was too much for the ques- and I went bird hunting and the
at
the
Damian
Saturday
and
i
tioner and he and his pardner next morning we were
getting
BillYe Jean MUNN; Jolliest Jun=
weaken.
Ze
Bem
I
MEd!
ior, Roger Harris; Most Dismitied
looked at each
other then the ready to leave town and I was
some
very
enesseepa.l
Bea
Senior, Jane Kearby; Most BashtelLng Eddie about hunting birds.
ant one said. "He's nuts."
ful Girl; Jeannette Oliver; Most Rev. and Mrs. Alerts Win
Eddie Copple is a Conductor on Just a year to the day I went into
Bashful Boy, David Roberts; Mast and little am, Lyda of Cep"
the Bluford Distriet of the Illinois the caboose and Eddie said,"How
Polite Girl, Paula June Hornsby; were dinner guests of Mr and
OentraL And it is well known do you cook
Now this is
meeting of the year:
HICKMAN DC1100L NEWS
twa
Mrsttesem
a
r
J.
4
:i
s
Sutton
zline
R.
okeit
and
heblet
io
tem*F.
whila
Most
Polite
that
Boy,
Billy
Eddie never speaks unleai it concrete evidence that Eddie does
emanation;
President, Patra Townsend;
Smoke News•
studyit is Is
Bev.
Nytander
is
the
new
weir
Cutest
Couple,
Jane
necessary.
Kearby and
Flagman Tom Fore- talk.
Roger Harris;'
i Vice President,
pesseeiger ear an a railroad. hand said
The Sailors of EL H. S. have 1Secretary,
Mansfield;I Ray'Kemp; Pepoodent Soule, of the Cayce Ansemitly at Gad he.
one day, "Now every- 1
Paul
cf
Fork.
darted ost with a "bang". Week!Treasurer,
Check at Cetyce.
end I am waking of
as,
seek
Maxine
Legate
Minton;
Baker
Sgt. of
Mrs. Miser Grimmvud he seams of he tear comas
has stared on the mama and the
staff is Mae a Dee job so far. Arms. Billy Sanders: SPeawai I JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ?GLIM Mrs. Illummer Beth of Feats of than Duke& Stele% set the
MitchelL
The name of the anemia this year , Mrs. J. A.
Saturday alleensa.
new MON& hem eterithere.
Sophomore News
Oct. 8, 1952 Oar sysipallity goes to
will be 'The Bluff'. The cover
We have the Om Tatham of
Dear Jo:
will be white and goid letters
tamily Of Rioted& mid rim be he Meths hie teem pickers at,
The class officers are:
This is just going to be a note the Ices of their halbar.. Wise
wtech incidently are the dam
essaink
a
r
the natiese
cole.
elate
w isam
aard :
President, Bill Oliver;
Vice
colors for 1952-1953. The annual President, Charles Hammock; this week because
heag
there Met Bene. of Haim Oh. M.
staff is as follows:
was eisitiver bit sow and hie Bea- oda. haw lisethe and went of
Secretary, Peggy Jo King; Treas- much going on.
Editor-in-chief, Yvonne Yar- urer. Jun
Holcombe; Sgt. of The Junior Ell football team Du heIticerilie whim he hell as he Omit Otiabile where seen are
$4.95 TO $12.95
brough; Assistant Editor. Rich- Arms, Gloria Woodside; Reporter, played their Ind game far the a remit age heart ale&U a.
am mail he.on are proud of
ard Hunter; Business Manager, Patricia Wiley;
Sponsor, Mrs. year Tuesday at Mayfield. We He ens imam old. The
Available in Horsehide, Calf, Elk, Rehm, Hangroo
lost the game 18 to 2, but I etas Iheasier at 3 gi ue. at the Ikea et them
Paula June Hornsby; Assistant Hale.
sections have
SIZES 6 TO 14; ALL WIDTHS
thought we really played a good Riceeille Begitist Owe&
Business Manager. Billy Terrell
ellenedieristim. each flitterFreda News
game. They just
Carrigan; Sports Editor, Donald
suede a few Her. Ilbandall Sellensea
idea Da ethers, each bred of
SIR
The class officers of the Fresh- touchdowns. Our new Junior
Hammock; Assistant Sports EdiEH Leis' Claim of Paducah. elinisa- Ike chime* eel environment of
Cheerleaiders did a fine job too.
tor. Harold Garrison; Art Editor, men class of 1952-1953 are:
beg. Berml was In the
the lemilite. The real cattlemen of
President,
Charles
Vinoent; We had two picture shows lad Oaddery.
Bobby Wright; Assistant Art EdiWe* me the breed of men
President,
Vice
Joe Hayden; Sec- Friday; the first one was
tor, Alyce Stahr; Circulation
M.and She Atigemeall Seam MSS kideier *Mt cattle, know
abed
retary,
Shelby
Darnell;
Treasur- the work of a tugboat and the and beehr Madied
Manager, Paula Jean Rhodes; Asemery Imam bole on the vast,
Ilk esti
SHOE SHOP
sistant Circulation Manager; .1m- er, Frederick Pierson; Reporter, other about the animals in a as a. B. asebassia
PM flasabir temps knee the wiley ways of
Joe
Hayden;
Sponsor,
Mr
Riddb.
Because of a teachers' meeting allwassas, afiladt eibiess leastic the welt and coyote said mountain
i7 Castleman; Assistant Circulafel Mein Street
Fulton, Kentucky
New
Faculty
Malabar.
in Murray (for which fin very Mr. and Was. Leen Meese end Ease I amid go an and on but,
tion Manager, Clara McClellan;
Snapshot Editor, Jane Kearby; The students welcome two new thankful) Friday, October 18, we
IMF% enough except that they,
Jocie
Mks.
Mies Agnes get out of school all day.
Assistant Snapshot Editor. Gm- teachers this year.
Mrs. Vance JIB*a a awaking is sew appreciate anyone who trys
Carr Institute has bad its root Fulton at simale's, dreabe to ihr his their private affairs
rge Bush; Literary Editor, Pa- Sublett, of Cayce, has taken over
the
duties
of
Mr.
Mitchell
as
tarred_ It was quite a Job and chlichera
tricia Jo Gaddie; Club Reporter,
and! will need it. Which brings
Mr. Mitchell, many of the little kith had a
Corneae Sharp; Joke Editor, science teacher
Mrs. Daher
lot
Wham am* ag see to the tale of a nosey man on
Pearl Coffey; Class Editor, Ka- coach and principal, is now con- of fun watching.
Mrs. imeneed swam died at Ike train.
ducting the physical
thryn Bradley; Assistant
educationi On Monday Junior EH had a Iserbeinie in Mayfield lint Them- Coming down on a train from
Class
school and pep meeting and you would have der.
Editor, Sue Hall; Assistant, Kath- classes of the high
Wilson
Ill yeses Padova& a few evenings ago a
ryn Bradley. Alyce Stahr, Ray junior high. Mrs. Martha Hale is really heard some yelling if you chit She is survived by tsar chil- portly stockman, dressed in a
Vaiglidt bad been there.
the new high school
Kemp, Richard Hunter.
dren, two brothers, tee sigma light adored corduroy suit that
teacber.
The following
Your friend,
clam officers
stied several nieces and negthews. western stockmen affect, sat in
were elected by the Seniors for
Mk Doyle.
Wines WS
She leas well known hare having the seat ahead of me. Across the
the school year:
visited here often, till she brew aisle sat a couple of workmen
The student body of EL h. S_
President, Billy Terrell Gant- elected Who's Who in ar,exclling SEV2CP41W-DAY ADVENTIST ill about a year ago. The faereil and they became quite curious as
eon: Vice President. Bobby popular voting contest The refp what this man represented, he
was held Saturday afternoon
Maxima Erwin/
Wright; Secretary, Paula June sults were:
3 p. m_ at the Bern's
g dressed so different from I
The
Seventh-day
Adventist home with burial in the Ffighland ournativ
Hornsby:" Treasurer.
Shirley , Cutest Girl. Patricia Jo Gaddie;
own
es. The stockman
parochial
school,
located
on
JeffCooley; Sgt of Anne Frank Al-t Cutest Boy. Harold Garrison;
Park Cemetery.
fat very quiet, looking straight
erson
Street
is
well
under
way.
len: Sponsor, Miss Vivian Cald- Prettiest Girl, Maxine Logan;;
Sherrell Olive spent
Friday ahead sayng nothing to anybody.
We have eighteen students
in night with his grandparents, Mr.''Tree two birds stood it
well
Best Looking Boy, Donald Hamjust as,
grades
one
to
six.
A weekly school paper, -The '. mock; Most Athletic Girl, Patriand Mrs. L. F. Brown in Fulton. long as they could, finally the I
The
new
addition
to
our
school
Dignified Chatter". is being pub- cia Joe Gaddie;
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom man in the end'of the seat leaned
Most Athletic
lished by the Seniors. It is larger,Boy, Harold Lloyd Ross; Wittiest is nearly finished which makes visited Joe Moser Sunday after- over towards the stockman and
and has promise of being better Girl, Nancy Hollis; Wittiest Boy, it much larger and more conven- noon in the Fulton hospitaL Joe said, "Excuse me
mister, but
than the -Junior Gazette" which Joe Ed Garrison; Seniors Most ient.
underwent a major operation where are you from"? The stockhoping to arrange a Wednesday and we pray
the class published last year. The Likely to Succeed, Jane Kearby, We are
man
never so much as batted an!
he will
library corner in our room where have a speedy
staff includeseye said, "Saskatoon, SaskatchePaula June Hornsby, Richard
recovery.
we can do research and recreaEditor. Jane Kearby; Assistant Hunter.
Mrs. Charles Barham of Law- wan". The guy looked at his
tional reading. Also we are plan- renceville,
Ecttor, Pearl Coffey: Senior Class
Illinois is visiting her pardner, his pardner looked at
Laziest Girl,
Maxine Logan:
Reporter. Paula Jean
Rhodes; Laziest Boy, David Lawson; Most ning on having some new bulle- niece and nephew, Mrs. Vanford him and both
looked puzzled.
tin
boards made in the near fu- Smiley and Edgar
Advertising
Manager.
Alyce Popular Girl, Patricia Jo Gaddie;
Grissom in this Then the first one couldn't stand
Stahr;
community.
Assistant
it any longer
Advertising Most Popular Boy, Billy Garri- ture.
leaned
over and,
We are proud of the progress
Manager. Bobby Wright; Joke son: Best Musician, Paula June
Edgar
Grissom is ill with a asked the man. "Where did you!
Editor. Leon
Harris; Business Hornsby; Best Personality Girl, our school has made in the past cold.
Manager, Clara
McClellan; As- Paula June Hornsby; Best Per- two years.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
A visitor to our
school last Rual Fulcher on the birth
sistant Business Manager, Sue sonality Boy, Billy
Garrison; week was
of a
Prof.
hlahr
of
Nash- son, Danny Ray, born September
Hall; Sports
Manager, Eldon Fritindliest Girl, Paula June
ville.
Easterwood;
28, 1952 at the Fulton Hospital.
Typists, Yvonne Hornsby; Friendliest Boy, Billy
, On last Friday our
teacher,
Yeti.rough -:d Kathryn Bradley. Garrison; Biggest Girl
Happy birthday wishes to Mrs. I
Flirt, Miss Carol
Stern,
carried
the
.
Vanford Smiley, whose birthday 1
Junior News
Alyce Stahr; Biggest Boy Flirt,
The Juniors elected the follow- Earl Calhoun; Sweetest Boy, Har- school on a picnic. -We all had a is October 14,and Edgar Grissom,I
ing officers in their first class old Garrison; Sweetest Girl, Pau- very nice time.
whose birthday'is Octriber 17.
....
-BM ANNE MIk MININIIIIIr 11111111MMINIK,
11"UCKY
CHEER LEADERS
SEE OUR WINDOWS
DETROIT NEWS
The following
were elected
Mrs. Clad Fields
cheer leaders for the Wingo High
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Celeman,
School Basketball team last Friday afternoon: Dolores Byrn, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Coplen and
CORDUROY
sophomore; Evelyn Gibson, sen- daughter, Tress, spent Sunday
ior; Sue Holland, senior; Barbara and Sunday night with Mr. and
Gossum, sophomore; Barbara Mrs. Claud Fields, and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hopkins and
Britt, junior; and Betty Bennett,
junior. Second team cheer lead- family of Detroit have moved to
ers are: June Holland, Fay Pate, Kentucky to make their home.
Deal as Crass and Pat Coleman. Mr. Hopkins will be employed
at Paducah, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and
Earl Lee Gordon
Bill are in Detroit, the men are
Two weeks ago, the students of working
at construction work for
Milton School walked into a new a
few weeks.
building. There were
beautiful
Mr. Claud Fields has been put
apple green walls, and dark green on
the night shift for a few
woodwork. Our floors are beauti- weeks,
we are afraid he will find
Shop around
compare quality and color range .... you won't find a better
ful tan tile
bordered in dark it difficult trying to
buy! Thu rich
textured, luxurious finish material is easy to sew
sleep days.
and is known for its serviceabilityl
green. The hall, cloak-rooms, and
Guaranteed washable. Colors include black, white, rose, green, aqua,
We were very glad to hear that ,
pink,
blue, tan, brown, red,
rest room floors are dark green Mrs.
belly, wine, gold, navy and rust. 36 Inches wide.
Bertha Fields was able to
tile.
be dismissed from the hospital
We have two back-doors with and is
home again. Welcome
plate glass and panic hardware, home,
Bertha!
concrete steps with metal rails.
We also wish Mr. Bobby Yates
Our roofs are completely guta speedy recovery at Memphis,
tered with tile going into
the Tenn., who underwent an operground, to keep the water away ation.
frpm the building.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Raelant
We have beautiful green slate
called on Mr. and Mrs. Claud
boards bound with
aluminum Fields last week. Enroute
over
and aluminum chalk rails.
they had a wreck. Their new
Our back doors are equipped
Ford was, damaged very badly,
canopies covered
with asphalt but no one was hurt.
shingles. The building has been
At the time of this writing, the
insulated and will have an oil
weather is very cool in Detroit,
furnace.
A large furnace and guess it
won't be too long till we
building.
will be shoveling snow.
We have storm doors at our
storage room was added to our in this wirting.
front entrance equipped
Our superintendent, Mr. Holwith
panic hardware. Our inside front land, visited us
Monday
and
doors are syringing plate glass.
brought us a new basketball and
We have a 1000 gallon oil tank. football. We are very proud of
We are very proud of our new, them and we
thank him very
Make your dream of a lovelier
building, and there is so much to much. He never forgets us at ball
tell about it that I can't tell it all season. <"
figure collie true with

Pa
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The Season's Newest Fabrics
in These Thrift-Priced

NEW FALL

DRESSES
$ 95

maiden orftick
FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT

Overture
Start your new itardrote where fashion really begins—
with a beautiful Maidenform bra! Maidenform's
Over-tare"is a dream of•bra, perfect for you who
want a firm young uplift. Stitched under-cups
'give wonderful support and the subtle accentuation yoga
figure really needs! You'll love it! In your favorite
_Naar, end fabrics— free 175

11111.11110pen

We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL - PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Boosters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

ROPER RADIO SERVICE
324 Walnut Street

A Dotty Budget Account/IN=

See our large assortment of pretty new fall dreams
today_ They're featured in guaranteed fabr:cs from
America's finest mills! You'll find countless styles,
odors and color combinations. Choose from such
fabrics as rayon gabardine, men's wear suiting,
rayon ohmic*, woolens, cynara crepes, faille. gray
flannel, velvet trimmed taffetas, novelty weave* end
peoliseed crepes.

SIZES 9 to 15; 12 to 20; 38 to 44; 46 to 52; 16I/a to

24y;
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FARM LOANS

CLASSIFIED ADS

Long Terms-

IDEKP FREEZE home k'reezers,
Westinghouse Appliances, Motorola Television at your "Ap.
pliance Headquarters". City
Electric Company on Commercial Avenue.
-BARGAIN! While it lasts Utility
Fir Framing Lumber-2:14'g,
and 2x8's--Klin Dried—$8.00
per hundred. KRAMER LUMBER CO., Walnut St., Phone 96
FOR SALE: New Royai and Remington Portable typewriters.
Retnington and Victor Adding
Machines. You can arrange convenient budget payments. Harvey Caldwell Co., 205 Commercial Avenue.
ANNOUNCEMENT: Montez Newton has now joined Cinderilla
Beauty Shop staff. She invites
the patronage of her friends.
FOR RENT: Rent a new typewriter or adding machine.
Available by week, month or
quarter. Low Rates. If you decide to keep the machine after
renting it, the amount paid can
be applied on the purchase.
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 Commercial Ave.. Phone 674.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric. Phone 201,
Tunes), Ky.
SAVE $100. New deluxe sewing
machines. Lifetime guarantee.
Consoles, Portables, desks. Uses
all Singer attachments. Sales,
repairs, parts. Write or phone
942 Cloar's Sewing Machines
and Service. Milan, Tenn. Free
hothe demonstration and trial.
No obligation.

FOR

RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisi.
er and electric vacuum clean
era. Exchange Furniture Co
Phone 35, Church Street.

ROOFING — Asphalt Shingles
and roll roofing — Galvanized
metal roofing — wood shingles.
1CRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
Walnut Street.
FOR SALE: One horse, singlephase electric motor; One 10
gallon capacity electric churn.
Churns 5 gallons at a time;
CHEAP. Compressor and motor,
also
paint-spray gun;
CHEAP. See at. City
Meat
Market or call 378.

Keep your eyes on
O. K.
Used Car Lot for

-Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
_InsurancePhone

2th,

MART !-SENOUR PANTS
Warier
lbeerlar P.
Vorelisksa a laasado
AND SUPER
KEM-TONE

I

Exchange Furn. Co.

207 Church St.

securing certificate of eligibility, 'he special provisions covering subletting or assigning the
contract and the Department's regulation which prohibits the issuance of proposals after 9:00 A.
M. CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
on the day of opening of bids.
Proposals will not be issued except during
official
business
hours.
NOTEi: A PURCHASE
CHARGE OF $2.00 WILL BE
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY REQUESTS FOR PROPOSAL
FORMS.
REFUNDS
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
REASON.
Further
information, bidding
proposals, et cetera, will be furnished upon application to the I
Frankfort O
served to reject any and all bids.
Department Of Highways
Frankfort, Kentucky
September 25, 1952.

FOR THE
N
News
Music
Sports
Drama
Fs'11JON

Phone 35

Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Department Of Highways
Notice To Contractors
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of Highways
at its office, Frankfort, Kentucky
until 10:00 A. M. Central Standard Time on the 17th day of October4 1952, at which time bids
will be publicly opened and read
for the improvement of:
FULTON COUNTY,F 131 (17):
FG 146 (17): F 146 (18): SP 38467: 38-447. The Fulton By-Pass,
beginning at the KentuckyTennesee State
Line, near the
West Corporate Limit of Fulton
extending to West end of
and
bridge over Harris Fork Creek
on US 45, east of Fulton (excluding 2000' improved section),
a
distance of 1.465 miles.
Grade,
drain and high type surface and
Railroad Overhead.
FULTON COUNTY, S 392 (1):
RS 38-167. . The Jordan-Fulton
Road, beginning at KY 127 near
Jordan and extending to approximately 1 mile west of Fulton, a
distance of 7.918 miles.
Grade,
drain and traffic bound surfacing.
The special provisions for highway projects financed with Federal Highway Funds apply on the
foregoing projects.
The attention of the prospective
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements and necessity

Luther Bone
Last Rites

Funeral services for Luther
Bone, 68, former Fulton resident
who died of a heart attack Sunday at the home of his son, William Bone, were held Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Ricevile Baptist Church, conducted
by Rev. Johnson, pastor, and Rev.
L. W. Carlin of Paducah. Burial
under direction of White-Ransom
of Union City was in
Greenlea
Cemetery.
Survivors
include his wife,
Mrs. Ada Bone; two sons, Loyd
Bone and William Delton Bone,
ofof Fulton; ten
grandchildren;
one sister, Mrs. Martha Johnson
Union
of
City; four
step-sons,
Buel Burgess of Rosiclaire,
Wilford, Oscar and Winford Powers of Paducah; two step-daughters, Mrs. Usona Rohrer of Paducah and Mrs. Frances Colly of
Union City.
Phone 470 for Job Printing

SET YOUR DIAL AT THE "1270" SPOT

Today and Saturday

"BI6 SKY„
—with—
KIRK DOUGLAS
DEWEY MARTIN

ORPHEUM

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
UNCLE SAM SAID
110-411T-IM...AND
VIII JIM' WAS

Friday and Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE
... ,.
. N.

iiR"hri

•

THE MAN THEY SENT!

-

y

LANE

aagl
s
1104
i
g

1270 on Your Dial

bargains.

WE* PAM SCHEDULE

CITY MOTOR CO.
Let us weatherstrip your windows and doors. Fulton Roofing
& Insulation Company. Phone
557 for free estimate.
TYPEWRITtaiS — ADDING Ma-,
chine - Cash Registers, Sales
Service, Trade, Rent. Fulton
Office Supply Co. Phone 85.
FOR SALE or Trade — One apartment house. Top rent. Stays
rented. P. 0. Box 202, Fulton,
Kentucky.

rop

PRICES PAU- for cc..intry
hams:, bring us your eggs.
's Cafe.

"The Best in Daytime Listening"

. :. . 7,
-vs
*sr Ali.

Friday. Saturday, Sunday. Monday
FRIDAY

wawa
5:58
6:00
6:15
7:00

—AND-

1.41
.
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K I0 .4-17— .
4
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FROM WARNER BPtis-ALL OF ITS EXCITEMENT STORY
FI1M:0
1 ON•THE•SPOT
IN HAWAII'

—PLUS—
pt. 2 - "Mysterious Island"
Cartoon-"Pink and Blue Blues"

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
Statement required by the Act
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
of August 24. 1912, as amended
by the Acts of March 3, 1933, and fe IllItT WALD a NORMAN HAM ,......
July 2, 1946 (Title 39, United
States Code, Section 233) Showing the Ownership Management,
and Circulation of
The Fulton County News pub1:shed weekly at Fulton, Kentucky for October 1, 1952.
1. The names and addresses of
the publisher, editor, managing
editor, and business
managers
are:
Publisher R.'Paul. Westpheling,
Jr. Box 485, Fulton Kentucky.
Editor Johanna S. Westpheling,
Box 485, Fulton, Kentucky.
2. The owner is: Johanna S.
PLUS: LATEST NEWS
Westpheling, Box 485, Fulton,
Kentucky.
Wednesday - Thursday
3. The known
bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security THE WHOLE SPRAWLING,
holders owninc, or holding 1 per- BRAWLING BIRTH OF THE
cent or more of total amount of GOLDEN STATE!
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: J. Paul Bushart, Baton
Rouge, La.
5. The average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through
IN TECHNICOLOR
the mailg or otherwise, to paid
subscribeTs during the 12 months
—with—
preceding the date shown above
was: 236.
Cornel Wilde
R. Paul Westpheling, Jr.
Publisher.
Teresa Wright
Sworn to and subscribed before
—plus—
me this 1 day of October, 1952.
Nora Morel's Orchestra and
W. C. Reed,
"CHOO-CHOO"
Notary Public.
A SCREAM
(My commission expires Feb. 3,
1954.y

BARBARA %AMU
PAUt DOUGLAS
ROBERT RYAN
MARILYN MONROE

CLASH
BY
NIGHT -

7:15
7:30
7:40
7:45
8:00
8:18
8:30
8:45
9 00
915

Ommomil •

NANCY OLSON • JAMES ARNESS
JAMES
'
Nw2:iiii GRANT • NOSERrFErLOWS

!0.00

EDWZRFIDWIG •.WAYNE FELLOWS...vv.

10:30
!0:45
11:00
12:00
12.4
12•SO
12:85
3:30

....WARNER BROS.
LATEST NEWS
BABY BOTTLENECKS
MUSQUIZ—PETE SMITH

Wednesday - Thursday

TONY (URTIS PIPER LAURIE

d 06

4:20
4.45
5 14.9_
5:30
6:00
6•15
30
6:45
6:58

7.0-Fe‘r4Ef

"CALIFORNIA
CONQUEST"

Sign on.
News.
Hillbilly Hits.
Church of Christ
Gospel Hour.
Sons of Pioneers.
Scorebook
Layman's Call to Pray
Here's June Chris,ty
News
Around the Corner
Church in the WildwGod.
Betty & Bob
Morning Devotions
News Photo Quiz
Hickn.an Happening::
Fran Warren Sings
Old New Orleans
Farm & Home Hour
News
Trading Post
Qur.ret Time
GAME OF THE DAY
Bold Trio
Treasure Time
Moments of Medi
1270 Express
rlayhouse of Fasn-Hk.:
Music by Roth
One Night Stand
Sports Review
Vincent Lopez Show
News
Sign Off
SATURDAY

3.38 Sign On.
ii At, News
6:15 Hank Snow
•
6.30 Hillbilly Hits
7.06 Church of Christ
Gospel Hour
"'5 Slim Bryant
7:30 Wa er Valley Baptist
Hour
.

7:55
8:10
8•15
8:30
9 00
9:15
9:30
1:100
10.30
11.00
12:00
12:15
fz:30
2.85
3:3o
3-45
4 00
4:30
5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
645
6:30
6:45
5:58

6:43
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:90
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30

I

1:00
115

SUSAN CABOT.VICTOR /011Y

1:30 Central Baptist Church
2:00 Heaven and Home Hour
_Sall- Walnut G-rove--'Baptist
Church
3:00 Frank Race
3:30 Moreland Brothers Rcli
gious B'dc.
4:00 W. H. Courtney Religious
B'dc.
4:30 Haunting Hour
5:00 Christian Hour
5:15 Music For You
5:30 Wayne King Serenade
6:00 Hour Of Charm
6:30 Easy Listening.__
6:45 News
6:58 Sign Off.

Time and Tunes.
News
Around the Co ner
Norman Cloutier
Morning Devotions
Guest Star
Time to Play
Kenneth Day
Goodman Quartet
Farm and Home Mar
News
Trading Post
Quartet Time
GAME OF THE DAY
MONDAY'
News
5:58
Sign
On.
Top, In Pops
6:00 News
Sat. Aft. Dance Party
Cumberland Valleys 53)5 6:15 Hillbilly Hits
7:00 Church of Christ Gospel
1270 Express
Hour
Religious News Sr Viws
7:15 'Sons of Pioneers
Serenade in Blue
7:30 Scorebook
Dinner Music
7:40 Layman's Call to Pray
Sports Review
.245 Here's June Christy
Novatime
8:00 News
News
8:15 Around the Corner
Sign Off.
8:30 Church in the Wilriwcod
8:45 Betty and Bob
9:00 Morning Devotions
SUNDAY
9:15 News Photo Quiz
Sign On.
10:00 Hickman Happening:
News
10:30 Fran Warren Singr
Church of Christ
10:45 Old New Orleans
Gospel Hour
11:00 Farm and Home ticur
Morning Melodies
12:00 News
Five Star Quartet
12:15 Trading Post
Moments of Blessing
12:39 Quartet Time
Weakley Co. Rangers
12:55 GAME OF THE DAY
Voice of Phophecy
3:30 Bond Trio
Christian Science
4:00 Treasure Time
Singing Americans
4:30 Moments of Meditation
Concert Hall
4:45 1270 Express .
Sunday Church Servres
5:00 Playhouse of Favorites
News
5:30 Music by Roth
Sunday Serenade
6:00 One Night Stand
Jame§ B. Casey
6:15 Sports Review
Gospel Songs
6:30 Vincent Lopez Show
Chuck Wagon Gang
6:45 News
Mission Of Air
6:58 Sign Off.

STATION WFUL IS OWNED AND OPERATED BY 1
II

1000 Watts

KEN-TENN BROADCASTING CORPORATION OF FULTON

\

A DMVIISAL•MTERNATIONAt PICILWf
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LIMESTONE

I

FOR COMMERCIAL AND FARM USE
We serve Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Weakley and
Obion Counties; prompt delivery; just pick up
your phone!

DRINK LOTS OF PURE MILK-4
---AND BUILD LOTS OF ENERGY!
itgr

MISS I
RECO/
JOHN
Mss
daught
Cooke,
this cil
John.
Conn.,
Sept. 2
Bro. Y,

•

•1:›

---ALL LIMESTONE WEIGHED—
PMA ORDERS FILLED IN ALL COUNTIES

QAtadc

CLINTON LIMESTONE COMPANY

çd

PASTEURIZED
HOMOGEMZED

Fulton Phone 301
Clinton Phone 3631
Key Street
Alabama

/
t411;:fill
PURE
I MILK CO.

‘N,so

PURE
Mill( CO.

PASTEURIZA
ED
.
HOHNEMZED)

Missouri

Southern Methodist

.011 dritilk 111,1(1c from iii///01,111Q.

Virginia Tech

Si

Bring Your

...1011r

Home for Service

Sawyer's Market

FORDS LOVE FORD SERVICE

East Fourth Street

—from—

Phone 75

J V. (ASH MOTOR COMPANY

Conveniently Located:
good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fresh meats
We appreciate your business.
US!--Arkansas

Baylor

PLEASURE THAT'S EVERLASTING
A GULBRANSEN PIANO
Guaranteed Diamond Rings

Ole Mks

ENTER! WIN
CASH PRIZES
EACH WEEK
w

"The Printing Number"
4-

/

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
WESTINGHOUSE HOME
APPLIANCE DEALERS
J. M. Martin

Hugh Rushton
Owners
MRS.

FOOTBALL
CUTEST

Mrs.(
Agent a
Fourth a
to proyi.
and tray

Commercial Avenue
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Indiana

. Michigan

WINTER!

mg!

70,800 BTU
OIL HEATER

She 0
In Plc
48 Sic

Just What You Need For a Warm Comfortabl
e

Nothing To Buy; Anyone Can
.
Win! Just Follow These Simpl
e
Rules: - - - -

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms comfortably)

$159.50
MADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street
Iowa

Phone 905

Chicago,
Atlanta,
Detroit, I
Jackson,
Pensacol.
Memphis
Nashvilli
Bristol,
Gulfport
Ft. Wort
Cincinna

Purdue

3. Person getting MOST WINNERS
right will receive $3; second best, $2; third
best $1. Judging will be done following
Monday after games are played and
che-ks mailed winners that night. In case
of ties, closest scores will determine winner.

•••••••••,

You'll enjoy the good food at the

DRIVE-IN CAFE

1

+

THE FULTON NEWS
Commercial forms, stationery, envelopes
circulars
business cards
Programs
Catalogs

KING MOTOR COMPANY

We serve tasty BARBECUE, good

CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

PLATE LUNCHES and all kinds Of
sandwiches and cold drinks. Open

SHELL GAS
X-100 MOTOR OIL
---USED CARS---

South Carolina

PHONE 1267
FOR THE FINEST IN

Depot Street, Fulton
Kentucky

Beer---

Chester Hastings, owner
L S U

aeeziet
r /Fame at,' 7:z..z>/r, cf-ae,o' •
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FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
FULTON, KENTUCKY

---We Have Your Favorite Brand of

Pittsburgh

"SOMETHING FROM THE JEWELERS IS
ALWAYS
SOMETHING SPECIAL". COME TO

"You are always welcome at our Store"

6:00 a. m. until midnight.

111 Carr Street
Notre Dame

LIQUORS AND WINES

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
226 CHURCH STREET
—
FULTON
Beautiful, distinctive, cherished gifts
for Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
and all
special occasions.

P.C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
PETE PETERSON
Florida

Vfilm•••••••••••••••••

PHONE 401

2. Entries may be brought to the NEWS
office in person by noon Saturday, day
'after issue, or, if mailed, MUST be postmarked by noon of that day. One set of
scores per person. All games listed must
be scored.

For that next printing order

TELEPHONE 4-7-0

•••••••••=s....••••••....

1. In each ad on this page you will find
football games being played this weekend. Fill in your guess as to each score and
either send in the page, or write scores on
a piece of paper and send us the paper. Include your name and address and send
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR, THE
FULTON NEWS, Fulton, Hy. Do NOT
send to the advertisers.

Dartmouth .

Tulane

Vanderbilt

FULTON, KY.
Army

Georgia Tech

PHONE 42
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
Complete shop for repairing, greasing,oil changing,etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for fall and winter!

HORNER'S JEWELRY AND
PIANO SALES

Duke

)
/
1
4

Hamilton and Elgin watches; International
and Towle Sterling
silver; jovely glassware and china
in a wide variety; Sheaffer and
Parker pens and sets; Ronson lighters
and many other lovely gift
Ideas.

Clemson
Terme:aft

SEE THE NEW
JOHN DEERE .
TRACTORS
AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
---ON DISPLAY AT THE---

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY
207 E.
4th St.

Chattanooga

Georgia

Fulton

Maryland

Phone 169

'Fans
to pi
own
doini
Souti
sex.
Soon
the f
app'
$5.0
whici
hed
This
the
level
other
also
Supp
level
feed
See
State
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minister.
Their attendants were: Mr. and
Mrs. Weldon Crews of Wingo.
Mrs. Hershey attended school
at Mayfield. Mr. Hershey is a
business man of Hollywood, Fla.
The couple will
make their
home at Bridgeport, Conn., and
Hollywood, Fla.
low.ng the wedding ceremony a reception was held at the
Rose Room at Smith's, with about
tvbenty-five close relatives and
friends attending.

BIRTHS

-• MISS MARY COOKE
B"COMES BRIDE OF
JOHN HERSHEY SEPT. 24TH
Miss Mary Cooke. of Mayfield.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Cooke, of 12$ Church Stret.t of
this city, becaro.: the bride
of
John
Hershey of
Bridgeport,
Conn., Wednesday
afternoon, CRUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS
Sept. 24, 1952, in Corinth,
Miss. CLUB MEETS WITH
Bro. Young was the
officiating MRS. RICHARD JEFFRESS
Mrs. Richard Jeffress was hosThe main hostelry at Cumberland Falls State Park, Is keyed to
ess to the, Crutchfield
Homethe quiet relaxation of its surroundings with excellent food, efmakers for their monthly meeting
ficient service and tasteful furnishings. The lodge Is
in a
In September.
cliff commanding one of the most breath
views to be
The lesson for the month was
found in the mountains of eastern United States. Completely furgiavveenab y Mrs.
iaB
terryeaantiK
h
nished cottages are also available for visitors to the park.
Pt's
I ifala Girl!
very
gear
rebpo
Y'rtwo
hn
o
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Stone, Union
"Style Trends."
ing Were read by the secretary, I out the.evening. The guest
of City, are the proud parents of a
Tickets
were sold to
those Mrs. Hampton Brown.
honor
received
six
many
sgii,
lovely
to
wishing to be served dinner at
5ounc5
19e2 at
The annual fall sale Was held gets.
born
the Annual Day in Hickman on
the
after
the
meeting
with
Haws
Mrs.
Her-1
Memorial Hospital
October 15.
Delicious
refreshments were
shal
Brown
as
It's
the
auctione
a
er.
Girl!
served during the intermission.
Mrs. McLeod, home demonA delicious party plate and cold Chaperones for the occasion were
stration
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
agent, expressed her
served to sixteen Mrs. Don Cherry, Mrs. Wales Fulton, are the proud Harri§on,
wishes to have as many attend drinks were
parents of
' Austin, Mrs. Smith Brown, Mrs. a seven pound, four ounce baby
the laying of the cornerstone for members and seven visitors.
Mr!. Mary Wade will be host- . Torn Cursey, Mrs. Robert Taylor girl, born
the dining room at the 4-H Club
October 6, 1952 at the
Park in Dawson Springs on Oc- ess to, the Aid for its meeting in of Mayfield, and Mrs. Tilman Ad- Haws Memorial Hospital.
October.
It's a Boy!
ams.
tober 26.
Plans were made for
The guests list included about
a
Mr and Mrs. David
Hoznra,
spaghetti supper to be held at MISS MILLIE McDADE
sveenty-five guests.
Fulton, are the proud parents of
Crutchfield School on October 10. HONORED ON 12TH
a six pound, eight ounce, son,
The
meeting
adjourned to BIRTHDAY
David Kimlen II, born October 1,
CAYCE W. S. C. S.
meet with Mrs. Jack Graham in
1952 at the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. William McDade honored MEETS AT CHURCH
October.
It's a Boy!
Millie, on her THURSDAY NIGHT
her daughter,
tweflth birthday Saturday night
The Society met for its reguMr. and Mrs. Jack Snoof
PATSY JUNE BROliVri
Street, lar monthly meeting on Thurs- Cherokee
at their home on Pearl
Highlands, Paducah,
HONORED WITH
with a delicious spaghetti supper day night, September 25, at the are proud
parents of a seven
BIRTHDAY PARTY
and canasta party.
church with several present.
pound, eleven ounce son, Jack
After supper the guests enjoyed
Mrs. Gilbert Brown
Mrs. J. C. Pursell presided over Ramsey, III,
honored
born
October 1,
MRS. GERALDINE ALLEN
her daughter, Patsy June, on her games of canasta and bingo. The the meeting. Mrs. M. C. Bondur- 1952 at the
Riverside Hospital.
OWENS
tenth birthday with a delightful guests list included fourteen of ant gave the devotional and speMrs. Owens is the Greyhound party, Friday evening, October 3, Millie's classmates, and friends. cial prayer, "The World of ReMany Kentucky farmers add
Agent at the Union Bus Depot, 1952 at her
conciliation."
home on
College
tidy sums to their incomes
by
Fourth and Carr. She will be glad Street. Mrs. James Matheny as- MISS JEAN HYLAND
Talks were given by Mrs. J. C. gathering black
walnuts, which
to provide information, folders sisted the hostess in entertaining. HONORED WITH DANCE
Purcell, Mrs. Wilson
Fowler, grow profusely in most sections
and travel - planning assistance.
Mrs. James McMurry, Mrs. Dan- of the state,
Birthday cake and ice cream AT COUNTRY CLUB
and, in the fall selling
Mrs Bob Hyland was hostess to iels, Mrs. E. C. Mosley and Miss them to
were served the guests, and each
cracking plants at Standelightf
ul
dance last Friday Clara Carr, after which a busi- ford and
received a small basket of candy a
Renfro Valley.
with balloons as favors.
The night honoring, Jean Ann on her ness meeting was held and it was
honoree received
many lovely sixteenth birthday at the Fulton voted to have a pot-luck supper
Country Club after the Fulton- on Friday, October 3, and a pargifts.
sale.
The guest list included about Murray football game.
I have been wonderfully blessMrs. Nelson Tripp rendered a
The next meeting will be with
nineteen guests.
ed in being restored to active life
lovely musical program through- Mrs. Daniels.
after being crippled in nearly
MRS. GORDON CROSS
every joint in my body and with
HONORED WITH BRIDAL
muscular soreness from head to
es..
SHOWER LAST THURSDAY
foot. I had Rheumatoid Arthritis
Mrs. Gordon Cross, the former
and other forms of Rheumatism,
Miss Annette Williams, was honhands deformed and my ankles
ored with a delightful
bridal
were set.
That old truss with harness of leather,
She Offers You Expert Help shower last Thursday, SeptemLimited space prohibits telling
THRO
W
AWAY
ber 25, at the home of Mrs. Alelastic, straps,belts.
you more here but if you will
In Planning Trips to All ,mus
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW
Williams. Mrs. Robbie Clark
INVENTION
write me I will reply at once and
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE sorrow
48 States, Canada, Mexico and Miss Anne Clark were cotell you how I received this wonApproved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual
wearers as world's
hostesses.
greatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely
derful relief.
— Always
(Plus U. S. Tax)
The honoree
received many
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
OM F.crstad loye]yL and, useful gigs. Games
,
Mrs. Lela S. Wier
Way Trip and contests were enjoyed by aPhone 70s4S8
Chicago, III.
7.85 14.15 bout thrity invited guests. Sev2805 Arbor Hills Drive
408 Lake Street
Atlanta, Ga.
7-35 14,35 eral sent gifts but were unable
P. 0. Box 3122
Next to Fulton Bank
Detroit, Mich,
12 15 25.19 to attend.
Fulton, Ky.
Jackson, Miss.
7.40 13.35
Jackson 7, Mississippi
Pensacola, Fla.
10.20
18.40 HARMO
NY'S LADIES
Memphis, Tenn.
2.70
4.90
Nashville, Tenn.
3.40
6.15 AID MEETS WITH
Bristol, Va.
9.20 16.60 IN TARVER HOME
Gulfport, Miss.
On Wednesday afternoon, Sep10.30
18.55
Ft. Worth, Texas 13.50 24.30 tember 24, the Ladies Aid of the
Cincinnati, Ohio
8.25
Harmon
15.05
y Methodist Church met
in the home of Mr11._•93/th91 Tarver.
UNION BUS
The meeting was opened with
STATION
reading of the scripture by Mrs.
Fourth & Carr Sts Allen
Kyle, Mrs. Clayton Kyle
Phone 44
led in prayer.
Mrs. Ray Brown presided over
the business meeting. Roll call
and the minutes of the last meet-

0
8
AGENT*

shton

The Fulton News

It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tucker,
Route 4, Fulton, are the proud Local Editors At
parents of a six
pound, eight Cornerstone Laying
ounce baby boy born,
Friday,
October 3, 1952, at the Jones Hos- The cornerstone will be laid Satpital.
urday, October 11, for the nursery
It's a Boy!
school which the Kentucky Press
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Connaugh- Association is building in Lexington, Fulton, are the proud par- ton for physically
handicapped
eats of an eight
Mrs. Paul
pound, four children. Mr. and
ounce baby boy, Richard William, born October 5, 1952 at the r
Fulton Hospital.
It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Douglas, Route 1, Water Valley, are
the proud
parents of a seven
pound, six ounce baby boy, born
October 6, 1952 at the Fulton Hos-

Friday, Oct. 10, 1952
Westpheling of the
News staff
will be in attendance.
Held in
connection with the
29th annual meeting of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Chils
dren, the cornerstone-laying ceremony will be conducted by Enos
Swain, Danville editor and K. P.
A. vice-president.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
ANNOUNCES
For Your Comfort and Safety
Oxygen Equipped Ambulances

—and—
New Invalid Car with Reclining Seat and Bed
For the best in Ambulance and Funeral Servic
e

TELEPHONE 88
Ann Whitnel
and
Win Whitnel
408 Edding Street

Owners and
Licensed Funeral
Directors
Fulton, Kentucky

DINNER

ARTHRITIS!

fortable

3TU
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0
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le 905

RUPTURE

169
MUNN

Delicious Steaks
Tasty Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Home-Baked Pies
Your Favorite Salads

MOM.

—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—

ZIPPY CAFE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass

DISTANCE

Farmers are squeezed by feed prices that are too
high in relation
to prices received for meat, milk and eggs. The
farmers who
own and use Southern States Cooperative-272,0
00 strong —are
doing something about it.
Southern States Cooperative has made a sharp
reduction in its
mixed feed prices—is pricing them at less than actual
cost.
Southern States Service Agencies, working
hond in hand with
the fanners they serve, have reduced their handling
margins to
approximate actual cost. The result is a
reduction of $4.00 to
$5.00 per ton (20 to 25 cents per bag) in Southern
States feeds
which wore already low in price as compared
with commercial
feed of comparable quality.
This program of self-help by farmers will continue
until It forces
Ilse price of commercial formula feeds to a more
reasonable
level from the standpoint of farmers. A big
crop of corn and
other feed grains will soon be pressing on
the market. This
also should help.
Support this cooperative effort to pull down
the too high price
level on mixed feeds—save real money too
by using quality
feeds cooperatively manufactured by formers in
their own mills.
See us for details. You'll be amazed at the new
low Southern
States feed prices.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
4011 Main St

,

makes 4eIleangrowlon
i ie;

Feed Prices Too High ..
Farmers Take Action—
Slash Southern States
Prices!
owner

•

CITY DRUG CO

GREYHOUND

GT—

age tioffed

Enjoy a delicious
dinner here served
in the pleasant
atmosphere of our
modern dining

Pullen

Pismo WM
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You'll discover this about a Buick:

ititwese Slaranso t

There's the ease of deep, soft seats for one
thing—and plenty of move-about room for
arms, legs, shoulders.
There's Dynaflow Drive'taking all the chore
out of driving, and giving your whole ride a
satiny smoothness without trace of jerkiness
or driving tension.
There's a hoodful of thrilling, tireless power
from a high-compression, valve-in-head Fireball8Engine that whips out miles like a tarpon
reels oil line.
There's the soft,stead), solid, swerve-free going of a coil-spring-eushionod ride that's well
worth the million-plus dollars it cost to engineer.

The more you drive it, the more you like it;
the longer your trip, the louder your praise.
That's what people tell us. And we'll tell
you why.
You can drive a Buick three, four,five hundred
miles in a single day, and feel fresh enough to
keep right on going.
You can romp up high hills, cruise straightaways,
ease through traffic-tangled towns, clock off hour
after hour of relaxed and Pleasurable driving—
end be no more tired than a neighborhood Jaunt
would make you.
How conic this comfort-rich ground-covering
ability ins Buick?

There's all this and more—much more—that

makes your heart grow fonder of this trim and
thrifty traveler.
But words can't do justice to a Buick in motion.
Only you can.
When will you come sample this experience
yourself?
Equipment, darflOfiff, trim and models are subject to Amp
without notice. *Standard on Roalmarter, optional at extra
cost on other Series. t Optional at extra cost,

sacs- is mat R,,f :32 —
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT

wick

WILL BUILD THEM

Two great television events: See The TV Football Gam* of the ulael
, every Saturday and Buick's Own TV Show every
fourth Tuesday

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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DEN NO. 6 CUES HWY,
Taylor.
I HONORED ON IDIT. ,
WEDNESDAY WITH
Couple Observes 68th
'BIRTHDAY SUNDAY
I DEN MOTHER
appointed chairman of the Cub
Mrs_ Roy Cruce,
Mrs. Doris Anniversary Tuesday
Scout Queen contest.
Professor L. C. Cherry of MayHolly.
The Cub
Congratulations are extended
Cub Master, Nelson Tripp, pro- field was honored Sunday, Octo- met WednesScouts of Den No. 6
Crutchfield:
day afternoon at the
to Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mark, of
mises that there will be entirely ber 3, on his 7Ist birthday with a home
Mrs. Roy Jarvis, Mrs. Herschel Dukedom, Tenn., who will
of their Den Mother, MTS. The first in a
series
of
six
celenew features to the Carnival this delightful birthday dinner at the Dean
Harwood at 3:00 o'clock. Training Schools on Clothing Brown.
brate their sixty-sixth wedding
year.
home of his daughter, Mrs.
Fhb=
Constru
ction
was
held
on
Wedanniver
MRS .ED BENNETT
sary
Tuesda
In
the absence of their Den
on
y, October
'Claude Crocker at her home in
Mrs. L C. Brown, Mrs. J. H. 14, at their home. There
HONORED ON 81ST
Chief, Tommy Tanner, Donny nesday, October first in the Hickwill be
the Highlands.
Lawrence.
mail Homemakers
MRS. OPAL BROWDER
Club
BIRTHDAY SUNDAY
Room
formal
no
celebra
McKnig
tion.
ht
was
in chafge of the
The following attended:
Mr. meeting
BECOMES BRIDE OF
from 10:90 A. M. to 300 P. M. Hickman:
The
couple
has
lived
.
Norma
in
WeakHarwoo
n
d col- with
ouni Mrs. Van Latta, and children,
Mrs. Ed Bennett was surprised 0. E. NANNEY
all 26 leaders from the 13 Mrs. Prather Williams, Mrs. Phil- ley County since their marriage,
Nancy. Tommy and Joan, Ken lected the dues, with the boys clubs
when she arrived home Sunday,
present.
ip Choate.
Mr. Stark is 88
years old and
Mrs. Opal Browder became the Farris of Birmingham, Mr. and answering roll call with their fawhen her children had prepared
The Training Meeting was con- Montgomery:
Mrs. Stark is 83.
vorite hobby.
a delightful birthday dinner, hon- bride of 0. K Nanney in a quite Mrs. Don Cherry and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Stark are the parLatzke, Mrs. Park Wheeler, Mrs. M. E.
Refreshments were served by ducted by Miss Verna
Kay. Mr. and Mrs.
parlor of the Billy and
or:11g her 81st birthday. She re- ceremony in the
Specialist in Clothing from the Shaw, Jr.
ents of Edgar Stark of Dukedom,
First Methodist Church, Saturday'Oliver Cherry and Janice of Mur- Billy Grooms.
ceived many lovely gifts.
Univers
ity of Kentucky.
Mrs. Jim Wade of Route 2, FulPalestine:
The children attending were: morning, October 4„ 1952 at 11 ray, the Vest of honor, and the
Mrs. Avery
The subject for this meeting
Hancock, Mrs. ton; Mrs. L. D. Nanney, Route 2,
Mrs. Claude
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Nanney and o'clock. October 4,'1952
Rev. I hosts, Mr. and
BIR
THS
Fulton, R. Ewing Stark, of St
was the selection of pattern, fab- Lewis Thompson.
daughter, Dorothy, Mr. and Mrs., Can Robbins, pastor, officiating. Crocker.
ric, and trimming for a cotton Ruda Creek:
Louis, Carmi Stark also of St.
It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brwoder,
Herschel Bennett and son, CharMrs. Eula
Mrs. James H. Owens, Mrs. Lou s and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Borwn, dress. Miss Latzke stressed the
les, Mr. and Mrs. Jonah Bennett,!son and daughter-in-law of the
Golden.
are the proud parents oy a seven importance of choosing colors and Clint Workman.
and daughter, Benita, Mr. and! bride, attended the couple.
lines
becoming to the individual. I Sylvan Shade:
pounds, twelve ounce baby girl,
A small group of relatives were
Mrs. Hunter
Bennett, Mr. and
NO SESSION TODAY
Judy Carol, born October 6, 1952 The women were so enthusiastic
Mrs. Issac Shutt, Mrs. Leonard
Mrs Boone Bennett and daugh- in attendance.
they
lingere
d to discuss individu- Shuft
at the Haws Memorial HospitaL
Fulton
City Schools are not m
ters, Dana and
Nancy. Ethlar
After the ceremony the couple
The following were patients in
al prob:erns after the meeting was
session today so that the faculty
Bennett, a son of Albuquerque, left on a
Victory:
wedding trip to the the local hospitals Thursday.
It's a Hey!
over.
members may
attend the First
New Mexico, sent a gift but was Smokies and upon their
Mrs. Fred Collier,
Mr. and Mrs. George Toome, The followi
. Ray- District Educat
rettup Jones Clinic:
ng
ion Association at
leaders were mond Harrison.
unable to be present.
they will be at home at his farm
Mrs. Helem Grymes, Fulton; Fulton, are the proud parents of present:
Murray State College. The princion Route 3, Fulton.
a seven pound twelve ounce baby
Western:
Mrs. Bertha Mitchell,
pal speaker at FDEA will be Dr.
Fulton;
Bennett:
Mrs.
CUB SCOUT LEADERS
Cara,. fl-issom, Dukedom; Mrs bon, born October 6, 1962 at the
Bert
Yar:
v,
Jr.,
Mrs.
L
Willard
Golsin of Peabody and
Mrs. Smith Brown, Mrs. HerB. Abernathy.
MEET TUESDAY NIGHT
Mary Terrel, Martin; Mrs. Eph- Fulton Hospital.
MISS MARTHA CASTLEMAN
his topic will be "Free Schools
man Sams, Jr.
The “Y":
AT METHODIST CHURCH
riam Neeley, Dukedom; Mrs. C.
AND PFC. DUANE QUAM
for
Free
a
People."
Brownsville:
Mrs. Myatt
B. Jones, Cayce and Mrs. Harry Former Fultonian
Johnson,
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Mrs.
Mrs. J. I... Decker, Mrs. Roscoe
The Cub Scout
leaders met
James W. Sublette.
Tucker and baby, Cayce.
Phone ad ft* J. Printing
Dies In Louisville
Tuesday night at the Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Castleman, Haws Memorial:
Church to make plans for the Cub Martin, Route 3, announced
the
..a1•111.1•111111.1r
Wayne Thomas, former resiMrs. Thomas
Scout Carnival,
Harrison
which is held engagement of their
and dent of Fulton,
daughter,
died October 1,
annually at the Science Hall, Martha Castleman, to Ptc. Duane baby, Fulton; Mrs. Charles Brown
1952 at his home in
October 30th.
Quam, son of Mr. and Mrs. Novel and baby Fulton; FL D. Thomp- He was 76 years old. Louisville.
He was born
Committees were appointed for Quam of Cavalier, North Dakota son, Crutchfield; Tom
Work,
near
.
Dukedom in the community
the various features of the CarniPfc. Quam is stationed at Fort Dukedom; Mrs. Georgia McKen- now
known as the
Chestnut
zie, Fulton; Mrs. K J. Stone and
val Mrs. Edward Benedict was Campbell, Ky.
Glade Community. He was the
baby, Union City; Harry Avey,
son of the late Francis Marion
Fulton; Mrs. Willis Pearcey and Thoma
s and Laura Taylor Thombaby, Fulton; Mrs. W. 0. Locke, as,
Jr., Fulton; Mrs. Thomas Nichol- this who were pioneer citizens of
community.
es, Union City; Mrs. Ina Dveretts,
He
Route 1, Fulton; and
is survived by two sons,
Lucille
Richard Thomas of Miami, Fla.,
Crumble, Fulton.
and Marion Thomas of - Wichita,
Fulton Hospital:
Mts. Mary Wade, Crutchfield; Kansas; five grandchildren; one
Marvin Forrester Route 4, Union s‘ster, Mrs. Laura Thomas Brawl,
City; Mrs. J. M. Rice, Hickman; Hollywood, Calif.; five sisters-inTHE ONLY HEATER THAT GIVES YOU
Mrs. Delbert Jackson, Wingo; law, Mrs. Charles Brann, Fulton,
Dennis Byers, Clinton; Joe Moser, Mrs. J. C. Brann, Oklahoma City,
Route 4, Fulton; Carl Holifield, Okla., Mrs. Adrian McDade, Mrs.
Mrs. E. M.
Pryorsburg; Mrs. George Tomme Lewis Burke and
Jenkins all of Fulton; also several
and baby,
Fulton; Mrs. G. A. nieces and
nephew
s.
LEI US DELIVER YOUR SIEGLER HEA1 tk NOWSneed, Oakton; Mrs. H. W. ConUpon request, the body was
naughton, and baby, Fultno; Mrs.
Mettie Guyn, Route 1 Fulton; cremated and the remains will be
Basil Hawks, Latham; Mrs. Finis returned to Fulton today, acUsrey, Fulton; Johnny Reeks,Ful- companied by his son, Richard
ton; B. B. Stephenson, Fulton; Thomas. There will be a grave2
Mrs. Mable Nicks, Route 4, Hick- side service at Fairview at
man; Katherine Bradshaw, Ful- o'clock Sunday afternoon, conDeerwood
14-os,Bottle
Lake Street
ton; M. F. Glidewell, Sr., Route 4, ducted by Rev. Carl Robbins, and
Fulton, Ky.
Gorden Ripe
burial will be in the
Toma
to
Fairview
Catsu
p 190
Hickman; Will Beard,
Fulton; cemetery under the directi
on
of
Mrs. Prudence
Hudspeth, Mos- the Whitnel Funera
Foodcraft
Fresh Ground
Bananas
l Home.
cow, and Mrs. Pearl Pigue, Water
Coffe
'Valley.
lb.
e,
770
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
Lb. 160

TRAINING SCHOOLS
START IN COUNTY

I

SOCIETY

!

Hospital News

7Azr i..710at..Weat

FULTON HDWE,& FURNITURE CO.

'

GET READY FOR WINTER
COME TO FULTON HARDWARE FOR
YOUR COAL OR OIL HEATER
ELECTRIC HEATERS
for All Purposes.
Prices start

• 7.95

CHEER
Soap Powder
large
Cheer, large

1

Maxwell Instant

291
29(

Coffee 590

PET MILK

BUSHES

2TALL FOR 31'
SMALL
8'

CLOVERLEAF

12-0Z. PKG.

DRY MILK

No. I Can

CHOPPED KRAUT'29'
SEA FRESH

LB CAN

PINK SALMON

53'

POPULAR BRAND

25' CIGARETTES (IN 1.79
JUST RECEIVED

PORTABLE OIL HEATERS
In Several Sizes.
Very Useful At This Time
of the Year.
Prices Start at-

A SHIPMENT OF
THOSE GOOD HONEY DRIP
SORGHUM

CHOICE MEATS) MOLASSES

CENTER CUT

12.50

"BUCK" Magazine - type
coal heater; holds fire 24
hours; heavy brick lining
will last for
years

PORK(HOPS

LAUNDRY HEATERS

557.50

IN

BOTH

"SIMMONS" Oak heaters

At

13.95

10.00

A CCTSTO RIES

Combination c o a 1 or
wood heaters; will heat
two rooms and keep fire
for several $3a
hours

Of All rands And Sizes
STOVEPIPE

ELBOWS
SCUTTLES

ORIOLE BACON -

LB 39'
-- LB 49'

PICNICS

t

za-

MU\

OLEO

SUNBEAM

LB 49'

LB 20'

3LB(AN 85'

ARMOUR STAR RI-CHEDDA
2-Lb. Box

FRESH PORK

NECK BONES

4

Get coupon worthlOeon LIPTON
CIES MOW TOILOYIKETA" c
S0I1Priii1l&PRBEI41

CRISCO

ARMOUR STAR

FRANKS

SAVE 16

LB 19'

CHEESE

-- 95'

ionsuoviowk
KRFY'S SOUTHERN MAID

LB 39' BOLOGNA

SHOVELS

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE COMPANY
208 LAKE STREET

---

REELFOOT SMOKED

DAMPERS

Circulating oil heaters
for five rooms
995
$, 19
only

FORK RIBS

LB 54'

TWO - EYE

AND
4-EYE SIZES.
PRICES START

6AL 2.50

USI PET MU Me Ali YOU* COOICING

•

TELEPHONE 1

A. C. BUTTS and SONS

GROCERIES
PHONE 602 - 603

FEEDS — SEEDS

WE DELIVER
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Reed Funeral

"COME SEE AT A & P"

HOLD REUNION "

INSURANCE BENEFITS HIGH Rites Friday
On September 21 a Cruce famFuneral services for William ily reunion was held atColumbes
0. B. Hannah, State Director of
Belmont
Park and enjoyed by all
DEDICATION SET
Unemployment Insurance, report- Rufus Reed, 80, who died last
present. Those attending were:
The new $6,000,000 Capitol An- ed that unemployment insurance Thursday morning at his home in Mr. and
Mrs.
Keithley Cruce and
nex Building — recently occupied benefits for
August — totaling Palmersville, were held at Little children; Mr. and
Mrs. W. R.
by Departments of Economic Se- $1,846,368—set a record-high to- Zion PritnItive Baptist Church at Kelley and Shelia
Faye; Mr. and
curity, Conservation, Finance and tal, reflecting the July heavy 2:30 p. m. October 4. Burial, was Mrs. Harry
Tucker,
cemetery
Revenue — will be
with Mrs. H. 0. Harrison Jr.; Mr. and
officially cleaims load — and a lag in actual in the church
; Mr. and Mrs.
dedicated Wednesday, October 8. payments behind the filing date. Jackson Brothers Funeral Home Fred McClana
han and Jerry; Mr.
The dedicatory address will be However, there were only 7,969 in charge.
Bequette and
Survivors include his widow, and Mrs. Walter
made by United States Senator new jobless claims filed in Augsons; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry W.
Earle C. Clements under whose ust compared with 20,465 filed in Mrs. Ida Reed; two sons, Elven Tucker, Sr.;
Mr. and Mrs. Al
administration the building was July — reflecting settlement of Reed of Palmersville and Her- Cruce and
Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
schel Reed of Detroit; six grandstarted. Gov. Lawrence W. Weth-, the steel strike.
children and. three great-grand- Cruce of Los Angeles, Calif.
erby will discuss "Kentucky's
children.
SERVICE DECLINED
Building Program."
VISITS FATHER
Attorney General J. D. Buckman, Jr., declined the use of his Mrs. W.I. Connell
BOARD NAMED
Lt. Jim Travis, USMC, H-32,
defend a group of Dies In
Second Marine
Lieut. Gov. Emerson Beau- services to
Division, FMF,
Mounds. Ill.
Camp LeJeune, N. C., is visiting
champ of the Legislative Re- Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
were arrested in
Friends in Fulton will be sorry his father, Russell Travis, Sr., and
search Commission, named an agents who
Advisory
Committee of eleven Breckinridge County after a raid to know of the death of Mrs. W. his grandmother, Mrs. J. T. Trapersons, headed by Superinten- on a veterans' clubhouse. Buck- I. Connell of, Mounds Ill., who vis. He is enroute to Korea.
dent of Public Instruction Wen- man suggested that private attor- died Wednesday morning, accorddell P. Butler to make a study neys should be employed, in view ing to word
received by Mrs.
GO TO ALASKA
on educational needs, in conjunc- of the fact that, if convicted, it John Henson of this city.
would
be
Mrs.
the
Dean Crutchheld and son,
duty of his office to
Mrs. Connell was the mothertion with the Legislative Research
Commission, with a view of pre- represent the prosecution on ap- in-law of Mrs. A. Connell, who is Gary Dean, have left for FairpeaL
banks,
Alaska, where they will
a
daughte
r of Mr. and Mrs. John
senting a "minimum foundation
join Mr. Crutchfield, who is emHenson of this city.
program of education" in event a
ployed by
DISPUTE ARISES
the
PigglyWiggly
proposed Constitutional AmendStore. Mrs. Hershel Crutchfield
ment is ratified changing the preDispute arose In official circles HOME GROWN STAFF Al U. K.
accompanied them to Chicago.
sent method of distributing the here over whether
comparativeLexington, Ky. — Three
of
school fund.
voter registration signature books Kentucky's six full-time assistant
RECEIVES ADVANCE
are available for public inspec- coaches got their football training
POLICE GROUP NAMED
tion. Assistant Attorney General as players at U. of K. under Head
James
0. Butts, son of Mr. and
Governor Wetherby named a Walter
Herdman said that the Coach Paul Bryant.
They are
four-man State Police Personnel 1952 law barred inspection of the Phil Cutchin, class of '43; Ermal Mrs. T. D. Butts, 412 East State
Line, has been promoted to PriBoard to adopt rules and regula- records to anyone other than
Allen, 1942; and Jerry Claiborne,
tions governing personnel policies cal boards of registration and 1950. In addition, six graduates of vate First Class. He is an honor
student at Camp Gordon, Ga.
for the State Police Department purgation.
Attorney
General last season's Cotton Bowl chamwith the idea of concentrating on Buckman
expressed a contrary pion squad are part-time assista genuine merit system in the view, as did Harris W. Coleman, ants.
PERSONALS
agency. The appointees serve a- Louisville attorney, who assisted
Admiral M. C. Cheek of San
long with the State Police Com- in drafting the law.
CATS PICKED FIFTH IN SEC Francisco is visiting his sister,
missioner in determining policies.
Lexington, Ky. — Southeastern Mrs. Norman Terry and family on
Appointed were two Democrats
SEEIN' DOUBLE
Conference coaches in a pro-sea- Terry Road. His daughter, Mrs.
—Norman A. Christnan,
Lexington, Ky. —Kentucky has son poll picked Kentucky's Wild- Thomas Flynn of Ft. Knox,
Ky.,
insurance man; Robert Graham, a double brother act on its
foot- cats to finish in fifth spot in the is visiting with her father here.
Bowling Green, hotel operator— ball team.
Besides the famed league standings.
and two Republicans—John Kerr, Jones twins, . Harry and
Mrs. Carl Mikel, Mrs. Charles
Larry,
Jr., Lexington, and Sheridan C. there's the Fuller brothers
Upton, Mrs. Harold Pewitt, Mrs.
of
HAS
K.
FROM
U.
STATE
57
Barnes, Elizabethtown, insurance Frank and George.
Hillman Collier, Home DemonLexington, Ky. — A glance at stration
agents. Board members receive
Agent Mrs. W. D. Mccurrent
Kentuck
roster
the
of
y Leod, E. W. Ross, Lucian Isbell,
$25 a day for each meeting they
U. K. COACH ON TV
gridders
shows
the
first
effects
of
attend, plus travel allowance.
Joe Dixon and County Agent J.
Lexington, Ky. — Coach Paul Coach Paul Bryant's pro-KenB. Watts
represented
Fulton
Bryant
of
recruiti
tucky
Kentuck
policy.
ng
y
appears
the
Of
ROAD INCOME DOWN
County at the cornerstone cereweekly during the season on his approximately 90 varsity candimonies held Friday at the 4-H
Kentucky's general road fund own television show
and two ra- dates, a total of 57 are from with- Club Camp at Dawson
Income for the first two months dio program
Springs.
s. Louisville's WHAS- in the state.
of the fiscal year beginning July TV telecasts
the
coach's
comEtheridg
Mrs.
West
sister of
e,
1 totaled $29,316,516 during the mentary on
BREAKS ARM
game
movies each
Fred Roberson, was
taken to
fiscal year by $228,485.
Sunday
afternoon and LexingMrs. Tom Sams, Route 1, Ful- Memphis Thursday to the BapDiscussing
revenue
trends, ton radio stations
WLAP and ton, fell at her home
Hornbeak
Tuesday tist Hospital in the
Commissioner
of Revenue H. WVLK air a
"Bryant Speaks" morning and broke her left arm. Ambulance.
_
Clyde Reeves said that receipts program Mondays
and Fridays to She is receiving
treatment at
indicated Kentuckians "are con- a special Kentucky
network.
Haws Memorial Hospital.
Phone 470 for Job Printing

Peter Pan
PEANUT BUTTER
12-0Z,
JAR

39'

M&M
Chocolates
7-0z.
Pkg.

25'

Chicken of the Sea
TUNA FISH
Bite Size
61/2-0z. Tin

•

b. 2 Can

Underwoods
DEVILED HAM
21/4-0z.

'29'
B. CAN

53'

La Choy
CHOP SUEY
Chicken
No. 2 can
Meatless
No.2 can

67'
34(

Planters Cocktail
PEANUTS
Vac Pack
35(
8-0z. Tin
Red Cross
MACARONI or
SPAGHETTI
Reg. or Elbow
7-0z. Ctn.

IVORY FLAKES
Lg.
Pkg.

27'

417f OF

.50

Ii.

Box

95'
um=

1(
min

IS

IFER

85'

Can
1-Lb. Can 32(

J0Y
petergent
7-0z.
Bottle
Cashmere
BOUQUET
Toilet Soap
Reg. Size
25
(
ri 3 Bars

SWAN SOAP
Bath Size
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO VISIT ITS NEW PLANT
DURING ITS

Grand Opening
Thursday, October 16
T HE MOST MODERN
IN WEST KENTUCKY
AND WEST TENN.

TENNESSEE STREET
SOUTH FULTON,
TENNESSEE

PORK ROAST

BAR 13'
• SURF
Giant
Pkg.
Large Pkg. 29(

59'

SILVERDUST
Giant
Pkg.
Large Pkg. 29(

LB 49'

All Good
or Dawn

LB 49'

Fresh Picnic
Style

LB 35'

U. S. No. 1 White

POTATOES
10 POUND BAG 59'
50-Lb.

41P

2.49

TOKAY GRAPES, pound
CAULIFLOWER, Jumbo Head
Seated &meet or Florida Gold Concentrate

ORANGE JUICE, 2 6-oz. cans

29(

Jane Parker
Plain, Sugared
Or Cinnamon

DONUTS
(TN DOZ 19'

PUMPKIN PIE, Jane Parker
RAISIN COOKIES Jane Parker
BREAD, Jane Parker White

each 39(
Pkg. 25(
20-oz. loaf 17(

Sharp Wisconsin

CHEDDAR CHEESE
POUND 65'

29'

13'

23'

85'

q-Lb.

AJAX
CLEANSER
14-0z.
Can
Palmolive
TOILET-SOAP
25(
Reg. Size
3 Bars

LGHUM

20'

CRISCO
Shortening

Fresh

SLICED BACON

10'

-

.79

1'

rm

"

The
Simpson Produce Co.

4
LB.MAY8G. LB,

34' GROUND BEEF

I Instant

e 59(

SMOKED
PICN ICS
lb. 39c

American Cheese Food

CHED-O-BIT

2-Lb. Loaf 95(

VELVEETA,Cheese Food

2-Lb. Loaf 99c

BUTTER, Wildmere

1-Lb. Roll 76(

Delicious Iona

PEACHES
NO.2/
1
2 CAN 25'

Sliced or Halves
(In Syrup)

PINK SALMON, Cold Stream
MAYONNAISE, Ann Page

1-Lb. Can 45(
Qt. Jar 49(

8 O'CLOCK,Coffee (Lb. 77() 3-Lb. Bag

2.25

WHITEHOUSE, Eva!). Milk, 2 tall cans

27(

DEXO, Shortening, 3-1b. can

75(

57'

LUX SOAP
Bath Size

BAR 12'

KEYKO OLEOMARGARINE
FARM MESH
1-LB UN 29'
FLAVOR

SHED
Lipton's Tea LADYDS
BETTY
The Brisk Tea
/
1 2 lb. pkg. 68( Salad Dressing.
pt. 32 — Sandw. Spread, pt. 32(
Tea Bags
Fr.
Dressi
ng,
8-o
z. 20(-01d Style Sauce,8-oz. 23(
18 count 21(
Lady Betty Prune Juice, qt. 34(

MAYONNAISE PT 40'

44,44

•

1

d
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Alfred J. Lowe. Jr
With The Ohio Cu.

IlLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD MOBILIZES
FOR BIG DRIVE TO VOTE IN NOVEMBER

Alfred 5. Lowe, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. 5. Lowe, 420 College
Street, Fulton, has been appointed to represent The Ohio Company, an
investment firm, in
Dayton and vicinity. This company is the largest investment
bank in Ohio.
Lowe graduated
from Cayce
High School in 1938, the University of Kentucky in 1949, receiving his degree in Conamerce. He
was in military service for four
years, spending two years
in
Europe. He received his discharge
as first lieutenant and is now a
captain in the active Reserves. He
married Jane Jones of Danville,
Kentucky, and they have two
sons.

Forty thousand Illinois Central!Central dining cars carry a mesRailroad employes are not "let- I sage emphasiz:ng the importance
ting George do it" when it comes of every vote.
The importance of voting was
to encouraging intelligent voting
in the National elections on Nov- the subject of a letter from President Wayne A. Johnston to the
ember 4.
fhe Illinois Central campaign Illinois Central organization. Vothas been progessively gathering ing has been the theme of Illinois
steam throughout the company's Central officers in talks and radio
14-state territory. Voting guides appearances. Good citizenship is
Kentucky li&idge State Forest, near Phievillb, is irpiumed in
and booklets on the subject of the feature article in the current
natural beauty, being located in the heart of a meanie wonder
voting have been distributed to issue of the Illinois Central Magazine.
The current advertisement
land in east Kentucky. Shown above is the park lodge and comIllinois Central employes. Comin
pletely
the
railroad
furnished cabins are available for vacationers. Kentucky
's 33-year-old inpany bulletin boards bristle with
Ridge Forest is loaded near Pine Mountain State Park,the home
posters with the theme "Let's All stitutional series is aimed at the
the
of
Moutain
Laurel Festival each year.
importa
nce
of
ballot
box partici- _
Register and Vote." Posters and
car cards have been placed in the pation in government.
During the week preceding the
railroad's, passenger trains and
stations. Meal" checks in Illinois elections all employes are taking
part in a tag and button campaign
Cpl.
e01441CIPSII
to turn out the vote on election
by
day. pertinent messages on voting
are being carried in the moving
Capt Tom L. Gibson. Friars Point. Miss.
Robert B. Hensley, Louisville,
message on the Illinois Centrals
huge electric sign atop Central A LETTER FROM GRIN. LYNCH crags among Which to live and has been named chairman of the
Kentucky Stevenson - Sparkman
tt.rbtJ KNOW 11-3 A FUNNY
Station in Chicago.
The
Honorable
Thomas J., needs to cover hundreds of miles Fund. Announcement
of Ihe apWORRIte
The campaign was
launched Lynch, general counsel for the a day to secure his - living, but pointment was
made today by
IS DONE OVER 1%411465
last April with a tag day alerting treasury department, wrote me to note—the eagle is our national
Clyde Watson, State Democratic
employes and the public to vote this extent saying, it was a hard emblem.
114Af NEVER
Campaign Chairman.
in the primary elections.
HAPPEN
Ap- letter you wrote tearing the adHensley's organization is part
proximately 10,000 employes at ministration to pieces about hayof a nation-wide effort to collect
1Chicago wore tags
reading, "I log a law that will throw employ$5.00 contributions for the camWill Vote Tomorrow! Will You?" ers in jail if the do not collect
paign from rank and file voters.
President Johnston, comment- government insurance from emEach contributor will be given a
ing on the Illinois Central pro- ployees by
force, no
matter
certificate of appreciation bearing
gram, said:
whether the employee wants to
the signature of Governor Stev"The ballot box is our first line pay it or not and to
discharge
enson.
of defense of family, home and them if they do not accept the
church. I can think of nothing deduction. Or in case of a self
44,
Sixty percent of the state fund
more important than to vote and employed person if they
will go to Democratic
National
do not
to know what we are voting for." pay this government insuran
Headquarters for use in the Stevce
enson and Sparkman campaigns.
that their business will be conThe highest point in Kentucky fiscated and they will be thrown
Forty percent
will be kept in
Kentucky for
Prompt repair service on ANY is Big Black Mountain in Harlan in jail. Remember this sir, that
Stevenson
and
Sparkman, Tom R. Underwood,
make of radio at City Electric: county. It stands 4,150 feet above every senator and congressmen
sea
level.
Democratic candidate for senator,
you have from Mississippi supLarge stocks of tubes, transand the eighth Democratic candiported this bill. Our place is to
formers, speakers and other esdate bar represenetahve.
sential parts ab vays on hand.
see to it being enforced.
Bring us your radios to be reHensley said that the fund is
Congressman Ralph Gwinn of
paired.
one of the most important parts
New York, who is my personal
_
11"4
of the campaign because it re°
See u, °16
for
friend and easily one of the out;
cognizes the value of small constanding congressmen of the naGATES V-BELTS
tributors.
tion told me a few days ago that
aaaamos
for any t•IJCM:ne
the government had collected 30
SALES
SERVICE
BILLION OF DOLLARS for this
Bobby Copeland On
401-205(0MmEREIA1 AvE
ce and there was none of
BENNETT ELECTRIC insuran
it left with which to pay the inUK
Football Team
217 Main
rheas WI
sured." In other 'words the govBobby
Sam Copeland, son of
ernment has squandered all of
Mr. Osborne
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Copeland of
this money and will have nothing
to pay back with unless they tax
EaNlill6T. Osborne will be Chair- near Fulton, is a member of the
University of Kentucky football
us again to raise the money.
man of the Bear Creek Girl Scout squad this year. He
is listed as
Senator Karl Mundt wrote me Council Finance Drive which op- one of the seven
centers on the
yesterday saying "on the matter en: during Girl Scout Week, Oct. roster.
of forcing the employers to work 26 to Nov. 1. Mr. Osborne, a v2terCopeland was one of the outfor nothing in collecting govern- an pilot of five years service in
ment money is quite a question- the Army Mr Force, is an attor- standing Bulldog athletes at Fulton High two years ago.
Last
able proceedure and some of the n9' at
nEon, Ky. He received
employers have bucked on this his Bachelor of Law degree from year he received a football scholbut the weight of the government the University of Kentucky in arship to UK and played on the
freshmen team. He is 20 years old
1950.
was too much for them.
weighs 180 pounds and is six feet
A meeting of all Local Finance two.
Adding "the only way to correct this is to
have
congress Chairmen was held at Kentucky
change the law. And to think Lake on Oct. 9 at 7:30 p. m.'when
that EVERY MEMBER IF CON- Mr. Osborne will evalain details
GRESS FROM
MISSISSIPPI of the coming drive. Chairmen
VOTED FOR THIS ANTI FREE for Fulton are Ernest Fall, Jr.,
for the extorter of year hems
ENTERPRISE AND COMMUNI- and Bill McDade.
STIC LAW, of having to pay this
The Bear Creek Girl Scout
government insurance or go to Council serves nine counties in
jail.
western Ky., and has 866 registered Girl Scouts in 59 troops, The
DOES IT MAKE A fiEFFERENCEfunds raised in this campaign will
be used to increase the camping
TO YOU
Citizens of our nation are be- program and troop activities for
ing continually misled into sup- all these girls and the many who
for body and trio
porting
economic
measures, are waiting to join a troop.
WhiCh if the past has any signifionce, will bring them to poverty,
Robert C. Noelev OA
distress and
oppression, instead
SEELBACH COFFEE SHOP
EXCHANGE
Board Aircraft Ca- .:r
of the hoped for security.
Open All Hight
FURNITURE CO.
P.o.eenrly oartir n-fir.- in rar-rThose who do this misleading,
call themselves Liberals but who anon Ma,in Brace aboard the large
are continually advocating more aircraft carrier USS Franklin D.
and more government control and Roosevelt was'Robert C. Neeley,
gunner's mate third class, USN,
centralized government.
When I think of this security son of Mrs. Lucy Neeley of 115
that is promised them I think of Mott Street, and husband of the
an oyster. The sea gives him the fbrmer Miss Betty Lou Bransford
lime to build himself a shell and of 508 Iron Street, all of Fulton,
when he wants something to eat Kent.icky:
In daily maneuvers the NATO
all he does is to open the shell
that was given him. But who naval forces conducted air and
surface
426 Lake St. FilIten,Ky. Phone93 wants to be an oyster.
operations, fueled at sea
The eagle has been given only and trained in
communications
designed to bridge language
barriers and the differing
techniques among the international
forces.

HENSLEY TO HEAD
DRIVE FOR FUNDS

TOM'S

UNCLE HANK SEZ:

OSBORNE TO HEAD
GIRL SCOUT DRIVE

V.8.7

(ITY ELECTRICa•

.1

igvine-im,4t6/0/s.

Kentucky's Favorite!
HOTEL

MARTIN-SENOUR

SEELBAC

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT

In the Heart of Louisville
Our Food Is Good, Too!

MM.

A GOOD COmPANioN?
Competitive spirit,keen learning ability and great
heart have made this sporting breed a "Good
Companion" of dog lovers for tbicc to:stories.

1,
1

Li LL 11

RAN

KENTUCKY MENDED
WHISKEY

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

Kentucky hag within its borders an Echo River, famous
because it is one of the few rivers
to the United States inhabited
by
blind fish.
-

YOUR

PRESCRIPTION!
Choose your Druggist as you
choose your Doctor- wisely.
The purity and quality of any
product is the honesty and integrity of its maker. That is
your prescription for your well
being-and our way of telling
you that our Pharmacy is your
safeguard for valuable dependable. honest prescription service. Think twice about this
when you next have A prescription filled. Think twice about
your Druggist just as you do
your Doctor. Over 386,712 Prescriptions filled 'in this Drug
Store to date.

CITY DRUG CO.
NKruccf

mattaiiim sGun watt*WM •IN KO & WAD cower.
tamsvui

Fertilizer Brings
Increased Returns

James B. McGehee of Hickman,
Kentucky reperesented Southern States Cooperative members
in the Fulton, Ky., area at a meeting in Louisville, Kentucky, on
Thursday, October 9, 1952,
to
select a member of the Southern
States Cooperative's Board of Directors from this district.
Wm. Thomas Dublin of Fulton,
manager of the local Southern
States Agency also attended.

Russell E. Crouse Jr. Is
On USS Bryce Canyon

Farmers in
Hickman county,
where rainfall has been adequate,
estimate•that for every dollar invested in heavy fertilization, returns are about $2.50. Fertilizer
applied
according to soil tests
paid off, said Warren Thompson,
county agent with the Univeriiity
of Kentucky, yields as high as 2
tons of lespedeza an acre, 2 1/2
tons of red clover, 3 1/2 tons of
alfalfa and 2 1/2 tons of soybeans
being reported.
Shelby county is one of the new
Kentucky counties whose county
seat, Shelbyville, was named for
the county.

Aboard The Destroyer Tender
USS Bryce Canyon In The Far
East — (Delayed — Serving aboard is Russell E. Crouse, Jr.,
fireman, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell E. Crouse of Route
4, Fulton, Kentucky.
The Bryce Canyon gives repair
and logistical support to United
Nations naval forces in Korea.

FOR

USED

The world's largest thorough
bred breeding farm, Claiborne
Stud, is run by a famous father
son duo. They are A. 3Land A. E
Hancock, Jr.
—

Appl
Out

(By
It is gem
Carl Hastir
best fruit-g
and he has
best in the
state by a
ribbons ha

Oil

FURNITURE
SEE -

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone 607-R
or Call 76
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on- Martin-Fulton
Highway.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
207 Chunk St.

Phone SE

Complete Stocks
••••••••

WE'LL CLEAN IT

PULL Siz

Vgal

VUO

CIRCULATI

Haab pion
hsaterwish
heating elk

Hosts host
stein,rid
door pull!

SWEATERS
Send us your favorite
sweater - - we'll clean it
really C-L-E-A-Nl No
shrinkage o r stretching.
Our sperior cleaning methods and experienced craftsmanship combine to assure
you satisfaction of service
and moderate prices.

Nests dos
Chamber E
lag on big
sail gives n
drop of
lidra vise
Dreit Mind

par •••07
Pric

—TELEPHONE 14—

PARISIAN
HONE

BENNI
MAIN S7

FOR PROMPT PICK-UP

FOR THE BET IN HEATERS
offering you safe, steady, clean heat get a
KING - 0 - HEAT CIRCULATOR

om
e
For Fine Liquors

What makes the Pointer

McGEHEE TO BE AT
LOUISVILLE MEET

C. H. Masniel,
7one Maddox.

Check These Comfort Giving Money
Saving
Advantages For Yourself
1. Beautiful enamel finish, easy to
keep sparkling clean.
2. Fast, controlable heat, holds fire
over night.
3. Large combustion chamber, burns
gases —
produces more heat from every lump
of coal
4. Specially designed interchangea
ble all fire
brick lining.
5. Manifold distributor. Air at top
line, giving maximum combustion. of brick
6. Built-in coal chute and smoke
scree
firing easier and reduces smoke n makes
to a minimum.
.7. Front swing top, feed door
provides easy
fueling:
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will Hold Stove Until You Are
Ready For It.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

207 Church Street

Fulton
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Apples By the Carload Roll
Out Of Hastings' Orchard

(By Ouida Jewell)
'his fruit house, which were won
It is generally understood that at the recent West Kentucky Fair
Carl Hastings of
Fulton is the at Niayfield.
best fruit-grower in
Kentucky, This year, the second
year he
and he has proof that he is the has had
entries in any fair, he
best in the Western part of the came
away with more
ribbons
state by a group of blue and red than any
ribbons hanging on the wall of beautiful other fruit grower. His
apples and peaches won
Fall is good MIMI, time in Kentucky and boat dock facilities
twelve first prizes (blue ribbons),
complete with plenty of fishing seeensities are maintained at
and two second prizes (red ribKentucky Lake State Park, Kentucky Dam Village and Lake
bons).
Cumberland State Park. Pictured hero is a portion of the beat
The Hastings Orchard, which
limit operated by the state at KentuckY Take State Park.
is one of the largest, and best
cared for, in this section Of the
Hastings
country, is located one and three- vesting Orchard, with the her- I BEELERTON NEWS
of fruit going on.
Alfourths miles northeast of Fulton
Mrs. Leon Wright
on U. S. Highway 45. The or- though this year's crop is the
Mrs. Cora Ringo has returned
shortest one in the past ten years,
chard, which was started in 1930,
a
Mr. Hastings is harvesting many, to her home in Detroit after
consists of 20 acres of apples, and many
bushels of fine apples and few weeks visit here with relaeight acres of peaches.
tives.
peaches.
Upon graduation from Fulton
Mrs. Alice Vaughn and Mr. and
The short crop this year was
High School, where Mr. Hastings
Mrs. Wash Mullins spent
the
due
to
bloom
twig
and
blight,
and
was very active in sports, becomhave been three week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Clifing a fruit grower was the because there
ton
Short
and
daughters
near
broods of coddling moths, instead
fartherest thing from his mind.
Wingo. Their little granddaughter
He wanted to be an Architeet- of the usual two. This has caused was honored
with
a
birthday
Mr. Hastings and his workers to
ural Engineer and
entered the
busy spraying. party Saturday afternoon.
Chicago Technical College. After stay constantly
receiving his degree in Architec- This season the orchard has been .Mesdames Best, Presley and
Frances Gardner spent Sunday
tural Engineering, he worked for sprayed fourteen times (at least
afternoon in the Mark
Cooley
a number of years with the Chi- every two weeks), while ordinarhome.
ily it is
cago City
Board of Local Im- twelve only sprayed from tene to
times,
which
Mrs.
is more than
Blanche
Clifton spent
provement in the Engineering Office, Also, for a while, he was the average friut growers do, Mr. Thursday with Mrs. Brown ClifHastings
ton
said.
and
Pam.
with the Snow Construction ComHarvest time of late Summer
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Hays and
pany in Chicago. Then he returned to-Fulton. It was at this time varieties began the last of Aug- sons have returned to their home
in
ust
and will run through October,
Detroit after spending a few his parents, Mr. and
that he planted the first ten acres
Mrs. Leonard
and maybe November. Last year days here with her parents, Mr. Duke.
of his orchard.
and
ran
it
through
Mrs. Leonard
November
, but
In a short time, he took a job
Duke and
Mrs. Larry Binford was hostess
in Portland, Oregon, with a con- this year it will probably end other relatives.
to a pink and blue shower for
struction company, building a this month—that is if enough help
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright spent Mrs. Harold Gardner last Wedcan
be
secured.
two-billion
Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs. nesday afternoon.
dollar
insulation
Mr. Hastings said that help is Leon Wright. Sunday
board plant. This lasted for apis regular
getting
so
hard
proximately two
to
get,
that
it
preaching day at Wesley and alyears, and in
July, 1931, he and his wife, Betty. looks as if he will have to give so the
Fulton-Hickman county Accurate
returned to Fulton to make their up his fruit growing. Ordinarily singing convention. Come out
and
WORKMANSHIP
he has nine workers, besides his enjoy the day.
home on his 75-acre farm.
SIZE, BIG CAPACITY
Mr. Hastings settled down to wife and himself, but at the pre- fam
Mirly
. and
f M
At Low Cost
chi
rsc
.aJg.oHa. reittecatn
ed
general
farming and
Watches, Clocks and Time
market sent time he has only five.
are
The local grower sells all of his to visit his parents and other
gardening for a while, until his
rela- Pieces of an Kinds Accurateorchard began bearing. From that fruit from his road-side market tives over the week-end.
ly Repaired at Low Coat by—
time on, he has continued to plant and packing house. A lot of it is
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Duke
were
ANDREWS
and replant until his orchard has sold to trucks in wholesale lots, honored with a lovely shower
last
The fruit house and grading- Friday afternoon at the
Jewelry Company
grown into the fine one it is tohome of
equipped with a
CIRCULATING OIL HEATER! day. Now, Mr. Hastings, besides room is fully
brushing Meat Camplots
raising a few cattle, does nothing Niagara grading and
In West Kentucky
but care for his
orchard—that machine, and all other necessary
modern equipment.
taking up all of his time.
Hams plenty I Big capacity oil
In the lower room (the baseMr. Hastings says that the sucbeaterwith genuineDuo-Therm
cess. of his fruit growing is due, ment) a small cold-storage is lobeating efficiency!
to a great extent, to the efficient cated, equipped with two fivehelp and management of his wife. horse-power air-cooled compressHoeft beautifully! Superb sew
Although the Fulton fruit-grow- ors.
Mlles,rich.brown kaiak brass
There is a special built conveyer has become known all over
door pulll
the state because of his fine or- or, which is used to carry fruit
Hems clams! Exclusive Dual
chards, Mr. Hastings had never up or down from the first floor
Cliaimber Duraerts clam hare.
entered any of his prize apples to the cold-storage.
lag oa Isigh or low fim setting
Upstairs, in the packing room
and peaches in competition until
Mill SEMI moss beat kola ovsuy
he was urged to do so last year there is storage space for the cardrop of
by the Graves County Agricul- tons and other necessary things
tural Agent. As a result, last year for packing apples.
Odra vales faaluses Ammaimida
at
Mr. Hastings has one of the
the West Kentucky Fair, he
Draft Wader... Vases Mop.
came away with about five blue most modern spray outfits for his
• ... Coardiaassil Camssalm
orchard.
ribbons and three red ones.
The spray. equipment
This is a busy time out at the consists of a John Bean 35-gallona-minute pump, with a 400-gallon
capacity tank pulled by an InHearing A14 Platbries ternational T-8 Caterpillar tracawre4.L.
tor.
Per all maim of basobag alai/
With the apples which are too
small for the market, Mr. HastVisit oar glamirlag
meat at your time opportunity. ings makes delicious cider, which
is sold at the road-side market.
CITY DRUG CO.
Mr. Hastings is a very active
MAIN ST.
PHONE 2111
488 Lake Street
Pbeas 78
member and officer of the Local
Elks Lodge, having served as Exalted Ruler in 1939-40. He has
been an officer in same capacity
since that time and is now serving on the Board of Trustees.
His hobbies are
hunting and
fishing,
having been active in
sports all of his life. In high
school he stared in track, poll
vault, and baseball, and in college he played baseball, usually
as pitcher or centerfielder.
Hastings Orchard is a favorite
meeting place of the West Kentucky Fruit Growers when they,
hold their horticultural and fruit;
growers meetings.
Mr. Hastings says that he really likes the orchard business, and
does not regret giving up his engineering career for It. His only
regret is that help is getting so
scarce that it is hard to carry on
Want to know who sells them
his business in the proper man... who buys ... who rents
ner.
... who repairs? You'll find — ro
dm products or servic.el you
The new name of the Kentucky
want —quickly. easily — Is
Division of Game and Fish is the
DIAL THE WARMTH
Dm 'YELLOW PAGES.'
Department of Fish and Wildlife
There's no shopping gel*
Resources
A
.
special
act
the
of
like The Classified."
General Assembly created the
title which went into official usage in June.
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CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Boadurant
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce spent
Tuesday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Oliver and family near
Fulton.
Our town was saddened Friday by the tragic accident, which
came to aurice Graham Friday
at the gravel pit. Funeral services
were held Sunday afternoon at
2:30 p. in. at the Liberty Baptist
Church, with burial in the Liberty cemetery. The services were
conducted by Rev. Daniel, pastor
of the Cayce Methodist Church.
We extend our sympathy to the
family in their loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bennett
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Dan McKenzie of Memphis, Tenn.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graham
and children are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. John Graham and attended
the funeral of his brother, Maurice Graham.
Miss Eva Johnson is visiting
Mrs. Margaret Garth of Union
City, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchinson
and son of
Folsomdale, Ky.,
spent the week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. Dood Campbell
Mrs. Fettre and daughter
of
Hickman
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Sloan and Mr. and Mrs.
A. Simpson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan
and family of Kenton, Tenn.,
visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie
Sloan Sunday.
Miss Helen
Simpson visited

The Fulton News
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Vaughn near
Clinton Sunday

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Christ Jesus proved the unrealitY of sin, sickness, and death by
overcoming them, and leaving his
FULTON ROUTE ONE example for us to follow, as will
(Shelba Clark)
be explained at Christian Science
services next Sunday. The LesToo Late Last Week
son-Serm
on is "Are Sin, Disease,
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson
and Death Real?"
and family visited Mr. and Mrs. From the
Bible verses the folMonroe Wilkerson Sunday.
lowing from Isaiah will be read:
Saturday night guests of Mr. "Look upon Zion, the city of our
and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were: Mr. solemnities: . . . And the inhabitand Mrs. Junior Cruce and Ron- ant shall not say, I am sick: the
nie, Mrs. Les Cruce and Mr. and people that dwell therein shall
be forgiven
their
iniquity."
Mrs. Raymond Clark.
(Isaiah 33: 20, 24)
Mr. Jack Clark, son of Mr. 0.
G. Clark ,Mr. George Stover, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Simpson m
Elwood Wofe, and Donald Stover
moved to then
of West Virginia visited Mr. and this city have
MayMrs. 0. G. Clark and family Sat- newly purchased home in
field.
urday.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main
Pullen

Irieeemegh urea..
Mb day esisie GNA *Ow
awe.
I•It All rioeits

Exchange Furniture Co.
387 Church
Phone 35

SWEET POTATO GROWERS:
Our potato house is now open for business
under the management of

ruu.

LIQUORS

Friday, Oct. 10, 1952

MR.HERMAN SAMS
assisted by Mr. L. V. (Vester) Williams.
It looks like this will be a good year to store
your potatoes.

Let us take care of them for you.
We have crates available.
Your business appreciated.

GORDON. SOMORS & BUTTS
Phone 1249

Walnut Street

$57.00

a
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What a wonderful way to fall asleep!

brick

flakes
mini-

AND THEN JUST RELAX

easy

or It.

ton

We have legally drawn and prepared for your family's protection and your convenience, a printed certificate form of your LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT; leaving
blank a space for your name, date, heirs, witnesses and other stipulations Simply
fill in this form and tiave two (2) of your friends sign it as witnesses. In case of
death, your business is in order and will eliminate considerable court cost, possible
lowsults, delay and unnecessary expense in the settlement of your estate. No matter
how small the estate, don't put this off, neighbor, it might be too late tomorrow.
Just send $1.00 cash, check or money order to BRYANT AND BRYANT DISTRIBUTORS, 745 ADAMS AVE., MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE and your form will be mailed at once.

It's as simple as that... when you use an automatic electric blanket.
The dial on the bedside control gives you a selection of temperatures ... not too cold, not too
warm ... but just the way you want it for
comfortable sleeping.

Once you turn the blanket on, the
warmth you
select stays the same all night long,
regardless of
the room temperature.
And this one blanket is all you
need. Cost
to operate? It is less than two
cents a night for
electricity. That's real economy!

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Electricity Is Today's Biggest Bargain

Fulton

•

MITT TON DOLLAR
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(OentWoe from me Ow/
and the feathers from the neck.
By this time the birds are almost completely dressed so they
go through an eight foot finishing
containing round, soft
machine
hollow fingers which does the final cleaning while water under
high pressure is sprayed over the
birds. The only feathers left on
the bird by this time are a few
around the hocks which are removed by a sixdrum machine
with soft fingers which is known
as a "garter stripper."
This completes the full automatic part of the dressing process.
The birds have passed
through
Six machines
without
being
touched by any person.
From
here on, the operation
requires
the work of many people. The
first person stands at a manual
drum picker which sets under
the line. As the birds pass by,
they are held against this picker
to remove any
feathers which
may have been missed.
The next step is the evisceratng table where women remove
he viscera. The hearts and livers
ire also removed at the end of
he table. The gizzards are renoved and are dropped into a
rough which carries them to a
(izzard table. There the gizzards
ire opened by hand, the contents
-emoved, and the gizzards thoriughly washed before they are
-un through a
machine which
kins them.
In completing the eviscerating
irocess, the brids pass over a 16
:oot drip trough
where an in;pector checks each bird individially both inside and out to see
hat they are throuoghly cleaned.
The necks are then removed. By
this time, women working at the
giblet wrapping table have asrembled the cleaned hearts, liv.irs, and gizzards. The giblets are
nagged in parchment paper bags
ind placed in the body
cavity
.vhile the birds are still moving
ilong on the line. The birds have
now been on the processing and
!viscerating line for a total of stout 25 minutes. During this time,
they have been
killed, scalded,
iressed, cleaned, eviscerated, and
the giblets cleaned, bagged and
placed back in the bird. The fin.
Shed product is then
cut off the
line by
cutting off the legs at
the hock joint. After the feet are
removed, the line passes where
the process is repeated.
After being taken off the line,
the-birds are individually weigh
ed so that they can be sized,
and
graded for quality. They are
then
iced and packed.
The plant employs four
men
and twelve women, and
because
if the inter-state natur
e of their
ictivities pays the highest
wage
reale.
In attendance at the
ceremonies
next Thursday will be
Al Livers
if Evansville, Ind., a
nationally
known hatcheryman
and Curt
Stevenson, head of the
broiler
promotion department of
the Pu:Um Company,
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—Staff Photo by Polaroid Land Camera.

Simpson Produce Company

Commissioner of Economic Seurity Vego Barnes
announced
he new veterans' jobless insurince program for Korean
War
teterans
will be administered
.hrough the
Division of
Unimployment Insurance of the DeJartment of Economic Security.

•

on the Grand Opening of the Finest
Processing"lhant in West Kentucky

Clinging
Of Louis
Rev. Flo
and Mn
Mrs. Lc
Calif( a
lotte Ca
and dal;
all of 14
C. Reed,
ton, and

and Tennessee.

COMBAT PAY DUE
KOREAN VETERANS

• Congress has recently
passed a
law authorizing hazardous
duty
nay for anyone who was
under
'mmediate fire from the time
the
Korean War
started two years
ago. All veterans of Army
, Navy,
kir Force,
Marines or
Coast
guard, who are now out of
service and who may be entitl
ed to
nay under these benefits
must
make
application on DD Form
367, prescribed for this purpo
se.
These forms may be
obtained
from Lawson Roper at the
Fulton
''ost Office.
negy
Qualifications for combat pay
'$45.00 per month) are specif
ied
is follows:
1. Service in Korea or adjac
ent
.eaters does not in itself
qualify
in individual to combat pay.
,e qualified for combat pay To
dur.ng a month the indivi
dual:
a. Must have
served with a
ombat unit and been actual
ly
'rider hostile fire or actual
ly subected to explosion for not
less
than six days during.the month
,
ir one or more days durin
g the
nonth included within a perio
d
if not less than six CONS
ECUTIVE days beginning in the
preteding month; or
b. Must have been killed,
inured, wounded, captured or missng in action while serving
with
combat unit. Combat pay coninues for not more than
three
months during hospitalization
afer the cnonth in which injur
ed
,r wounded in action.
Combat
,ay continues for not more
than
hree months
after entering a
'aptured or missing status
while
;uch status continues.
2. Individual may not receiv
e
or the same month both comba
t
irly and incentive or specia
l pay
uch as flying, demolition,
submarine, medical, dent.
parehut,
etc.

—Staff Photo by Polaroid Land Camera.
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We want,to help both you and our cusim
l ners make West Kentucky -Tennessee
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The Purina Dealers
of West Kentucky
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